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Abstract. A recent evaluation of the complexity of temporal planning
by Cushing et al. [1] unveiled the interesting result that many current
temporal planning problems may be transformed into classical ones in
linear time; in other words, they are actually not temporal. Based on this
insight, we introduce a new, graded classification of classical planning
problems that are temporal to some degree. We present a simple and
complete solution method for solving temporally non-simple, expressive
problems that makes use of this concept.

1 Introduction

Automated planning as a discipline of artificial intelligence is the process of find-
ing the right actions (from a list of available actions) that transform a source
state into a target state. Traditionally, state descriptions are given as conjunc-
tions of first order predicates. State modifications are then specified as param-
eterised “operators” (action templates) that need to be instantiated to form
concrete actions. They specify the conditions under which they are applicable
and the modifications to the world state that their application executes.

Planning problems are specified on two abstraction levels: An abstract de-
scription of a certain situation is given in the “domain” specification of the
planning problem, while the concrete initial and final states are specified in the
“problem definition”. Separating domain and problem definitions makes it pos-
sible to reuse planning domains for different concrete situations.

Planning domains can be classified according to the structure of the operators
and how they may be positioned in time. Classical planning approaches view
actions as atomic. A solution plan to a classical planning problem is a partial or
total order of actions. For temporal planning domains, on the other hand, actions
are no longer atomic, as each action gets assigned a duration and may arbitrarily
be positioned on the time axis. For temporal planning, finding a correct solution
is more complex: The correct solution may depend on the exact position of an
action in time and not only of its place in the sequence of actions. Obviously,
temporal planning is more complex than classical planning and requires more
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elaborate planning methods, which are typically much slower than their classical
counterparts.

2 Simple and Expressive Temporal Problems

Since the first appearance of temporal planning at the International Planning
Competition (IPC) in 2004 [2], temporal planners have significantly improved in
solving the posed problems. Yet, the actual profit gained by these improvements
is disputable: Most current temporal planners are incomplete. Cushing et al. [1]
establish this fact and provide also a classification for the affected planners. The
authors show that temporal planning problems are encountered in two complex-
ity classes: Simple and expressive. They also show that most current planners
can solve only simple problems and give a classification for the planners within
this class.

In a subsequent paper, the authors [3] provide a simple classification for
temporally simple problems and apply them to the IPC 2002, 2004, and 2006
problem domains, which are all found to be temporally simple. By studying exist-
ing sample problems, the authors conclude, that temporally expressive problems
seem to be quite rare. This observation is additionally supported by the fact that
the IPC 2008 sample problems3 also do not contain any expressive problems.

Yet, expressive problems are rare, although they can be formulated in the
representing language PDDL [2]. This fact is problematic, as temporally ex-
pressive problems cause most current planners to simply fail without a suitable
solution plan, even given infinite time and space.

2.1 Decision Epoch Planning

According to Cushing et al. [1], most current temporal planners classify as de-
cision epoch planners (DEPs). The term refers to a performance “trick” that is
implemented by the particular planners: Instead of considering to schedule an
action at any possible point in time, only certain points in time —namely deci-
sion epochs— are considered by a DEP, which significantly reduces the search
space. This approach allows a planner to adapt the concepts of classical planners
for the new challenge of temporal planning.

But what exactly is a decision epoch? To give a proper definition, we first
need to bring to mind a few well-known concepts: First, remember, that PDDL
—in both its classical and temporal versions— allows effects to only take place
at discrete points in time, now called effection points. Note, that an effection
point differs from the concept of a happening [2] in that the happening refers
to the set of concurrently happening effects, while the effection point refers to a
point on the time axis.

Definition 1. Any point in time, where the world state is modified by an action
is called an effection point (EP).

3 Available from http://ipc.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/
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We now consider planners that start at time t0 and iteratively schedule op-
erator instances. This mode of operation is called progressive planning, as the
planner searches through a state space and progressively makes commitments
about the current state. Examples include Fast Forward (FF, [4]), Fast Down-
ward [5], and derived planners.

A progressive temporal planner starts with an empty list of scheduled oper-
ator instances and subsequently positions new operator instances on the time
axis, increasing the set of already positioned actions. This process also generates
an increasing set of decision epochs:

Definition 2. A decision epoch is an effection point of an already scheduled
action.

The basic idea of DEP is now, that everything important for planning prob-
lem at hand happens at such decision epochs. This argument seems to be plau-
sible at first glance, as —by definition— every “committed to” effection point
coincides with a decision epoch. Now, since conditions are limited to hold at
either the start, end, or over the whole duration of an action, the following con-
clusion seems natural: Future actions (that are yet to be scheduled) only need
to start or end at exactly such decision epochs; starting them elsewhere yields
no benefit (for further discussion and why this argument is incorrect, see [1]).

2.2 Required Overlap

Scheduling actions only at decision epochs significantly reduces the search space,
but is known to yield incomplete planners. Yet, DEP can solve most planning
problems, while other approaches based on interval constraint solving (e.g. [6],
[7]) are complete, but considerably slower.

In the mentioned work, Cushing et al. [1] relate this difficulty to the concept
of parallel actions. Consider an optimal solution to a temporal planning problem.
It consists of a positioning of operator instances in time. Now, it is often possible
to move some of these actions in time without giving up the scheduling’s property
of being a solution to the planning problem. For example, when two actions are
placed in direct succession and no other action is scheduled, the total length
of the plan may be expanded indefinitely by simply shifting the second action
forward in time. The resulting, transformed plan is not optimal any more, but
it is still a valid solution plan. While the shifting often may not be as trivial as
in this example, it is still possible in most cases.

Now, in partial order and in temporal planning, the durations of actions may
overlap in time. In partial order classical planning, every solution plan may be
stretched so that no actions overlap in time. The overlapping of actions is not
required, it just serves to reduce planning time when no conflicts are detected.
The same need not be the case for temporal planning: In certain circumstances,
the effect/condition combination of the participating actions may prevent the
actions to be shifted arbitrarily. For example, consider a simple “food slicer”
situation, where a special “safety button” needs to be pressed, before the machine
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is able to operate. By definition, there is no way to operate the machine, when
the button is not pressed and thus any other action needs to overlap with the
“push safety button” action.

But as noted, such “safety button” problems seem to be quite rare. Instead,
most temporal solution plans contain only actions that may be shifted to yield
a new solution with no overlap between the scheduled actions. We call such a
transformed solution a linear rescheduling.

Definition 3. A linear rescheduling of a solution to a temporal planning
problem is one, where the actions of the original solution have been shifted, so
there is no more overlapping of actions in time.

2.3 Temporally Simple To Classical Transformation

The most important fact about linear solutions is that problems with linear
solutions cannot be really called temporal [1]. We show, that a simple algorithm
is sufficient to transform a temporally simple planning problem to a classical
planning problem and this fact has also been confirmed by our experiments.

– Expand all condition specifications to hold OVER ALL except those that are
satisfied by the effects of the same action. Remove these self-satisfied condi-
tions.

– Move all effect specifications to come to effect AT END. This requires careful
consideration of the effect order with regard to PDDL semantics, but has
still proved to be possible without major difficulty.

– Drop all actions that are self-contradictory (by self-contradicting conditions
or effects that deny a condition).

When these transformations have been performed, it is possible to run a
classical planner on the new planning problem and obtain a —typically non-
optimal— solution to the temporal planning problem. In experiments, we have
successfully transformed temporal planning problems to classical planning prob-
lems using only the proposed simple transformations. We therefore can confirm
Cushing et al.’s statement: A problem with a linear solution is no more complex
than a classical planning problem.

Proof Sketch. Assume that the solution to a temporal planning problem is indeed
a linear scheduling. As every action follows each other in a strict sequence, every
action may only depend on the situation created by all its preceding actions.
Since this is the case, it is sufficient to have a single effection point per operator
instance.

Again, since no effect from another action can interfere with the current ac-
tion, all of its conditions need to be either self-satisfied or provided by preceding
actions. It is thus acceptable to require conditions hold over the whole duration
of an action.

The resulting operators with only OVER ALL conditions and AT END effects
are simply the temporal formulation of a classical planning problem.
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Definition 4. A temporally planning problem with a linear solution is called
temporally simple. If all solutions to a problem require overlapping scheduling
of actions, the problem is called temporally expressive.

A domain, for which only temporally simple problems may be specified, is
temporally simple. A domain, for which problems may be specified, that are not
temporally simple, is temporally expressive.

(definition rephrased from [1]).

2.4 DEP is not Temporally Simple

In their succession paper, Cushing et al. state that the planners winning temporal
planning competition, which are based on decision epoch planning, are incomplete
for any subset of PDDL 2.1.3 that is able to model domains and problems whose
solutions require concurrency [3, page 8]. This argument is somewhat misleading,
as the concept of a subset here relates only to the particular set of language
restrictions defined in their original paper [1].

In PDDL, conditions and effects are tied to an action’s duration. It particular,
only the following alternatives are possible:

C ⊆ {s, o, e} indicates, that conditions need either be met at the start (s), over
(o) the complete duration or at the end (e) of an action.

A ⊆ {s, e} indicates, that effects can either happen at the start (s) or at the end
(e) of an action.

By categorising conditions and effects, it is possible to divide planning do-
mains by the language subset they use. We define such a subset of the domain
definition language by symbols of the form LC

A, where C and A are defined as
above.

We determine this language subset by considering all operators in turn and
filling the C and A sets. If an operator contains an effect at one of the above
locations s or e, we add the corresponding item to A. If an operator requires a
condition to hold at one of the above interval specifications s, o or e, we add the
corresponding item to O. In this way, be obtain a specification of used features,
i.e. the relative locations of the conditions and effects of all operators.

Categorized as such, Cushing et al. prove, that the languages Ls, Le, Ls
s,

Lo
s, Lo

e, and Le
e lack the ability to express required concurrency. Yet, using only

these language subsets is not sufficiently fine-grained to properly categorize DEP:
While any problem formulated in a temporally simple language is really tem-
porally simple and can be solved by DEPs, the reverse does not hold: There
are problems in temporally expressive language subsets that can be solved by
decision epoch planners, which we will show by example.

Our example problem uses a relatively simple problem that is slightly related
to the DWR-domain from [8]. Consider three robots (r1, r2, r3) that are situated
on three different platforms (l1, l2, l3) as depicted in figure 2. There is only a
single operator move(?robot , ?from, ?to) that moves a robot ?robot from platform
?from to a platform ?to. The only restriction in the presented world is, that a
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robot cannot move onto a platform, if it is still occupied by another robot.
A platform may only be occupied by a single robot at any point in time. To
keep things simple, though, we will assume, that the robots have a sufficiently
advanced path finding and collision avoidance system and thus multiple robots
may be on the move concurrently, even between the same platforms. The robot
domain may be formulated in PDDL using the language Ls,e

s,e, which is temporally
expressive (see figure 1).

1 | ( : du r a t i v e− a c t i o n move

| | : pa ramete r s (? r − r obo t

| | |? from − l o c a t i o n ? to − l o c a t i o n

| |)
5 | | : du r a t i o n (= ? du r a t i o n 1)

| | : c o n d i t i o n (and

| | |( at s t a r t ( at ? r ? from ) )
| | |( at end ( f r e e ? to ) )

9 | |)
| | : e f f e c t (and

| | |( at s t a r t (not ( at ? r ? from ) ) )
| | |( at s t a r t ( f r e e ? from ) )

13 | | |( at end ( at ? r ? to ) )
| | |( at end (not ( f r e e ? to ) ) )
| |)
|)

Fig. 1. Robot domain in PDDL

l2l1

r3

r2

l3

r1

Fig. 2. Sample problem in the robot domain

Assume, that our single goal is to get robot r1 to occupy platform l2. For
this to work, r2 — which occupies the target platform initially — must leave
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the platform. But since r2 can only move directly to another platform, r1 and
r2 need to exchange places simultaneously. Most importantly, r2 has to leave
platform l2 at least some time before r1 reaches it.

There is a simple (the simplest in terms of execution time) solution to
this problem. The solution plan schedules two instances of the move() op-
erator at time t0, i.e. directly at the start of the planning run. Scheduling
move(r1, l1, l2)@t0

4 and move(r2, l2, l1)@t0 with overlap yields the intended re-
sult.

Note, that to find this optimal solution, actions need only to be scheduled at
decision epochs and thus the problem is DEP-solvable. Still, the problem is not
temporally simple, as the robots’ movements are required to overlap to obtain a
valid solution plan. Also, the domain formulation by itself constitutes a subset
of a temporally expressive language class.

This simple example shows, that the two problem classes temporally simple
and DEP-solvable are not equivalent. The statement that DEP is not complete
for any temporally expressive subset of PDDL is correct only if one restricts itself
to Cushing et al.’s language categorisation. If one allows more general concept
of language categorisation, the assertion does not hold any more.

Proof Sketch. DEP can solve all problems that are temporally simple. A tem-
porally simple problem has at least one — potentially non-optimal — solution
that is a linear scheduling. In a linear scheduling every action only has to be
placed in direct succession of its predecessor and thus at no other point than a
decision epoch.

Yet, by the example above, there exist problems that are not temporally sim-
ple, but can be solved by DEP. By definition, a problem instance by itself is a
language subset of PDDL. The robot problem is a subset of a temporally expres-
sive language class. Therefore, the assertion that DEP cannot solve problems in
any subset of a temporally expressive language class does not hold.

DEP is an incomplete approach to solve temporal planning problems that
pushes only somewhat beyond the boundary of temporal simplicity. It is not
possible to completely capture the possibilities of DEP only using simple lan-
guage classes based on effect/condition positions.

3 Handling Low Degrees of Temporal Expressiveness

By considering temporally simple and temporally expressive as the extreme points
on a scale, we can define a fine-grained partition of the middle ground between
them. We then show how DEP can solve problems falling in this middle ground
and thus how it can have some limited degree of temporal expressiveness.

4 We note solution plans for temporal problems with operator(a, . . . , z)@t, when the
operator instance operator(a, . . . , z) needs to start at time t.
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t0 t0+d

move(r2,  l2, l1)

move(r1, l1, l2)

Fig. 3. Presumed solution for the Sample Robot Domain

3.1 Action Combination

The concept of “degrees of temporal expressiveness” gives rise to another ap-
proach to solve temporal planning problems. Remember, that in PDDL effects
of actions still happen at discrete points in time, namely at effection points.
Consider the following example.

Figure 4 shows an abstract solution plan for a planning problem. Assume,
that the overlapping of op

1
and op

2
is required and thus the planning problem

is temporally expressive.

o p 1

o p 2

o p 3

Fig. 4. Action Combination Example

To give an understanding of our approach, assume that the actions op
1

and
op

2
are replaced by a single, “larger” operator represented by the grey rectangle.

In terms of its conditions and effects, this new “macro operator” shall be indis-
tinguishable from the displayed combination of the two operators op

1
and op

2
,

i.e. the macro operator is an equivalent replacement. After the replacement, only
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the macro operator and op
3

remain in the solution plan. This new arrangement
of operators is a linear scheduling and no more overlapping takes place.

The described observation leads to an interesting result: If it is possible to
combine overlapping actions into “macro actions” that exhibit the same result as
if the individual actions were scheduled, we are able to transform a temporally
expressive problem into a temporally simple one. The trade-offs are an increased
set of operators and —again— the potential loss of optimality.

The idea is not new: Macro operator generation is a common method to
reduce complexity: For planning, an early example is presented by Korf [9].
Recent approaches include the following: Case based techniques [10] analyse prior
solutions to find commonly used operator combinations. Botea et al. ([11], [12])
generate abstract components (i.e. macro operators) from analysis of the static
problem graph of classical planning problems. To our knowledge, no application
of macro operator generation exists for the domain of temporal planning.

3.2 n-ary Simple Problems

As temporal planning is truly more complex than classical planning, we cannot
simply generate all possible macro operations, run a classical planner on the
temporal planning problem and thus completely reduce temporal planning to
classical planning. As one expects, the number of possible macro operations
grows exponentially with the maximum number of actions in the desired solution
plan.

Proof Sketch. To combine a maximum number of m operators, it is sufficient to
schedule their start and end times independently into a sequence.

As per PDDL’s language definition, there are at most two effection points
per operator (AT START and AT END). Without loss of generality, we assume that
there are exactly two effection points per operator, i.e. 2 × m.

Since operator durations may be zero, positioning effection points is equiva-
lent to finding a partitioning xi, such that

∑

i

xi = 2 × m. The number of these

partitionings can be —for example— calculated with Rademacher’s convergent
series [13] and is known to grow exponentially.

The analysis above ignores the constraints between the various effection
points. The fact that AT END effects cannot happen before the AT START ef-
fects of a single action and the additional constraints introduced by the differing
durations of the various actions are ignored in the analysis above. Consider-
ing these constraints would introduce an exponential reduction factor, but that
grows much less than the number of partitionings.

Consequently, the number of possible schedulings of m actions also grows
exponentially in m.

Table 1 shows the number of macro operators generated for the robot do-
main as mentioned above. Note that, while exponential growth of the number of
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generated action tuples cannot be prevented, many generated action tuples can-
not be scheduled, because their conditions and effects are contradictory. Pruning
these invalid action tuples provides a significant reduction in the total number
of macro operators.

tuple size number of macro operations

2 26
3 818
4 47394

Table 1. Number of generated schedulings for the robot domain

Note also, that the solution to the robot problem requires only the overlap-
ping of two actions and thus the generation of action combinations of more than
two actions is not required.

Indeed, one could assume, that — since all problems presented in recent inter-
national planning competitions (IPC) have been temporally simple — problems
that require the parallel scheduling of two actions are already rare. Consequently,
domains that require the combination of a tuple of three or even four operators
are even less likely to occur in practice. We thus define the concept of n-ary
temporally simple problems:

Definition 5. A planning problem is n-ary (temporally) simple, if there is
a solution plan that requires only the temporal overlapping of at most n actions.

This definition allows recasting the definition of temporally simplicity as
used by [1]. A planning problem is temporally simple, if it is unary temporally
simple. The example robot problem is binary temporally simple, as it requires
the overlapping of at most two actions.

4 Evaluation and Future Work

We have built a prototype to test empirically, if macro operator generation is a
feasible approach to further push the temporal planning limits.

The prototype generates operator combinations from the ungrounded do-
mains rather than action combinations using only grounded operators with no
variables. This was done to improve the re-usability of the generated target do-
mains. Unfortunately, this design choice also significantly increases the complex-
ity of both the required transformation algorithms and the transformed domains.

The abstract transformation step is very time consuming, owing to the fact
that complex verifications and checks have to be made to guarantee a complete
and correct result. Given a set of source operators, every possible relative po-
sitioning of these operators have to be considered. Additionally, the conditions
and effects of the generated macro operator depend on the actual values of the
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source operators’ parameters. Depending on the structure of the source opera-
tors, certain parameter combinations may force us to generate multiple macro
operators with differing condition and effect sets. (see [14] for a full discussion).

Due to the complexity of the abstract transformation, the generated macro
operators may become quite complex. In some cases, the generated domains even
caused serious trouble for the planners used for verification, as problems with the
PDDL parsers of particular planners are not uncommon. For example, LPG [15]
often rejected syntactically valid domains or the program simply crashed when
trying to parse some of the transformed domains. These experiences lead to the
conclusion, that a possible re-evaluation should be tried using only grounded
operator tuples.

Still, despite the technical problems, a set of benchmark runs was completed
using artificially generated sample problems and domains. After the operator
combination step, 8% of the transformed domains that previously could not be
solved by DEP, could then be solved by a classical planner.

Results have shown, that pre-generating overlapping schedulings from tem-
porally expressive domains can be used to transform n-ary temporally simple
problems into classical planning problems. We have empirically evaluated the
process for n = 2 and have seen promising results.

Yet, future work is still required. Many of the generated macro operators
are already invalid and can be detected by finding condition and effect conflicts.
Additionally, many operator combinations violate domain invariants and thus
can never be instantiated. Use of an invariant detection mechanism can thus
further reduce the amount of generated macro operators. Additionally, it has to
be evaluated, if performing the combination step at the level of grounded actions
yields a better performing approach.
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Planning

Planning for the Impatient

Given an initial state try to find a sequence of actions that transform
this initial state into a desired target state

State

. . . Describe the world of the planning problem at some point in time.

. . . Closed world assumption

. . . Conjunctions of first-order predicates.

Actions

. . . perform state modications:
effects

. . . may require conditions to hold for them to be applicable:
conditions/goals

Operators

. . . abstract actions with parameters (?x , ?y , ?z).

. . . allow reuse of specifications (domains) for multiple problems.
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Classical vs Temporal Planning

Classes of planning problems with different types of worlds and plans.

Classical Temporal

Operators no duration duration

Conditions need to hold before action
application

need to hold at the start,
at the end or over the du-
ration of an action.

Effects one set per action at one
point in time

possibly multiple sets per
action (at start, at end)

Happen at discrete points in time

Solution sequence of actions positioning of actions in
time
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Classical Planning
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Temporal Planning
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The Temporal Gap (1)

Incomplete Temporal Planning

Complete temporal planning requires continuous reasoning.

Planners have to consider every possible point in time for action
scheduling

Complete temporal planners are slower than classical planners.

One possible solution: Consider only discrete points in time for action
scheduling⇒ Decision Epoch Planners (DEP).

DEP is complete only for certain language classes (Cushing2007)

IPC 2004, 2006, 2008 only contain DEP-solvable problems.
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The Temporal Gap (2)

Degrees of Temporal Expressiveness

There seem to be problems that are more temporal than others.⇒ Categorisation of temporal complexity

Language classes

Cushing2007: Language classes LC
A , derived from time specifications

of conditions and effects for all operators in a domain
I C ∈ {s, o, e}: conditions at start, over all, or at end
I A ∈ {s, e}: effects at start or at end.

DEP is complete only for some language classes.

Yet, there are problems in expressive language classes that are
DEP-solvable.
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The Temporal Gap (3)

Temporally Simple Problems

Language classes are only one possible classification

Another solution: categorize by required overlap

Most Problems (IPC 2004-2008) do not require overlapping
scheduling

Such solution plans can be stretched.⇒ In principle equivalent to classical planning problems.
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The Temporal Gap (4)

safety() not safety()

o1

Temporally Expressive Problems

Some problems require overlapping actions

Example: Safety button
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n-ary expressiveness

Binary Simple Problems

n−ary Simple Problems

Ternary Simple Problems

Simple Problems

No overlap in any solution

Only two operators overlap

Only three operators overlap

Only n operators overlap in any solution
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Macro Operator Generation (1)

Macro Operations

If overlap is the problem ⇒ Try to remove overlap.⇒ Generate macro operators from pre-scheduled overlaps

Makes solution once again a linear sequence, by replacing any
overlapping sequence with a macro operator.
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Macro Operator Generation (2)

1

Start with source operators.
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Macro Operator Generation (3)

1 2

Select 1, . . . , n operators⇒ Can only handle up to n-ary combinations
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Macro Operator Generation (4)

31 2

Generate all relevant positionings of these operators
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Macro Operator Generation (5)

3,41 2

Validate these operator sequences.
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Macro Operator Generation (6)

3,41 2 5

Generate macro operators.
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Macro Operator Generation (7)

Operator Combination

Most of this is ”easy”.

The most complex part is the validation step (step 4), because we
operate on the domain level.

Symbolic execution is required

Symbolic Execution

Take a particular scheduling (= relative alignment in time) of
operators

Validate it and discard if invalid

Transform into macro operators with correct conditions and effects.

Because of conditional conflicts and liftings multiple operators or an
operator with conditional effects may be required.⇐ Examples if time and on demand.
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Implementation and Evaluation

Implementation

An initial prototype has been built.

The generation process works and makes some domains solvable.

The initial prototypes lacks one conditional branch (hard to
implement at the domain level).

Evaluation

Testing using artificial benchmark domains

Results are promising, combination makes more domains solvable.⇒ It is possible to use macro operator generation to push into the
temporal gap
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Further Observations

Operator Count

There seems to be a phase transition.⇒ Number of generated operators is quite low for some domains and
very high for others.

Possible Improvements

Detection of macro operators with contradictory conditions.

Invariant detection

. . .

Performance and Complexity

Symbolic execution is very time consuming

Abstract validation is complex and error prone

Evaluating the grounded problem is (a lot) simpler and may be faster.
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Questions?

Questions?

. . . and perhaps answers.
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Validation Nomenclature

Final Effects

In a linear sequence . . .

we are interested only what is valid after the end of an operator.⇒ final effects

Unsatisfied Goals

In a linear sequence . . .

we need to know, what an operator requires to hold before its start.⇒ unsatisfied conditions
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Symbolic Execution

Sequence validation

We need to calculate
I final effects
I unsatisfied conditions

We are operating on an abstract level (with parameter variables).⇒ Symbolic execution, an abstract validation step that validates an
operator sequence.

Symbolic Execution

Step forward in time

Collect currently valid effects

Collect unsatisfied conditions

At the end of operator sequence:
Final effects ← current effects
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Symbolic Execution - An Example

not q(?x)

p(?y)

q(?x)p(?x)

p(?x)

Note on notation: Effects on top, goals at bottom.
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Symbolic Execution - An Example

p(?y)

q(?x)p(?x)

p(?x)

not q(?x)

current effects: {p(?x)}

unsatisfied conds: ∅
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Symbolic Execution - An Example

p(?y)

q(?x)p(?x)

p(?x)

not q(?x)

p(?x) is satisfied by previous effect here!
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Symbolic Execution - An Example

p(?y)

q(?x)p(?x)

p(?x)

not q(?x)

current effects: {p(?x), q(?x)}

unsatisfied conds: {p(?y)}
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Symbolic Execution - An Example

p(?y)

q(?x)p(?x)

p(?x)

not q(?x)

not q(?x) undoes q(?x)
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Symbolic Execution - An Example

p(?y)

q(?x)p(?x)

p(?x)

not q(?x)

final effects: {p(?x), not q(?x)}

unsatisfied conds: {p(?y)}
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Symbolic Execution – Conflict Types

Conflict Types

Not every sequence is a simple as in the previous example. Sometimes the
final effects and unsatisfied conditions depend on the actual parameter
values.
Some sequences are even invalid.
There are four possible conflict types that need to be treated:

effect-effect conflicts

effect-order conflicts

goal-effect conflicts

goal-goal conflicts
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Not every sequence is a simple as in the previous example. Sometimes the
final effects and unsatisfied conditions depend on the actual parameter
values.
Some sequences are even invalid.
There are four possible conflict types that need to be treated:

effect-effect conflicts

effect-order conflicts

goal-effect conflicts

goal-goal conflicts

Conflict Types

I don’t show all of them in detail here for reasons of time, just an example.
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Goal-Effect Conflicts (1)

q(?y)

not q(?z)

not q(?x)

Goal-Effect Conflicts

q(?y) is set at the start

The effect q(?y) denies/conflicts the goal not q(?z), if ?y = ?z
(σ = [?y ← ?x ]).⇒ Add ?y 6= ?z to the target operator’s conditions.
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Goal-Effect Conflicts (2)

q(?y)

not q(?z)

not q(?x)

Induced Constraints

As can be seen, conditions are defined by unifiers σ = mgu(e1, e2),

e.g. σ = [?x ← ?y ] implies ?x = ?y .
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Goal-Effect Conflicts (3)

q(?y)

not q(?z)

not q(?x)

Lifting Effects (1)

If not q(?x) is present and ?x = ?y = ?z , there is no conflict.

not q(?x) is a lifting effect valid under σ ◦ θ = [?y ← ?z , ?x ← ?z ].
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Goal-Effect Conflicts (4)

q(?y)

not q(?z)

not q(?x)

Lifting Effects (2)

Encode exceptions for lifting effects into conditions:⇒ ?y 6= ?z ∨ (?y = ?z ∧ ?x = ?y)
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Goal-Effect Conflicts (5)

q(?y)

not q(?z)

not q(?x)

Goal-Effect Branching

There is one additional problem: Goal satisfaction

1 When the lifting effect is effective, not q(?z) is satisfied by not q(?x).
2 Otherwise, it is unsatisfied.

A branching step is required.
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Abstract. Part-whole relations are the backbone of configuration systems. In
this paper, part-whole relations are combined with other relations and restrictions
leading to here-called restricted aggregates. Depending on what is given, ag-
gregates, parts, or/and relations between parts, different tasks have to be solved.
General aggregation reasoning chunks are developed and represented with a con-
figuration language. The approach is applied to the domain of constructing scene
interpretations.

1 Introduction

Configuration is the task of composing parameterisable objects (parts) to wholes (ag-
gregates) such that a given goal is fulfilled by the resulting construction. For this task,
descriptions of aggregates and parts of a domain (domain objects) are given in a con-
figuration model and a configuration tool is used to create a certain construction. An
aggregate is typically described by its potential parts and further restrictions that have
to be fulfilled between the parts. Thus, those restricted aggregates require that certain
relations and predicates are true for their parts. Domain objects have parameters (i.e. re-
lations to primitive data types) and n-ary relations to other domain objects, which can be
given by a task specification or can be computed by the configuration tool (parameters
are set and relations are established).

Configuration technologies are applied in technical areas like automotive, telecom-
munication, but also in software, services and construction of scene interpretations.

In the following, we develop general aggregation reasoning chunks that allow to
construct aggregates from given parts and integrate parts in given aggregates. Further-
more, restricted aggregates, as they are considered here, require certain relations and
predicates to be true for their parts. Also, when given such relations between parts,
appropriate aggregates should be created that can contain those restricted parts. Thus,
for diverse, here called, key situations (parts given with or without relations, aggregates
given with or without parts) the general aggregation reasoning chunks will construct
complete aggregates that guarantee the validity of the restriction.

As an example, we map the general aggregation reasoning chunks to a structure-
based configuration language, such that the aggregate can be computed by an appro-
priate configuration tool [1]. Other representations e.g. with rule languages or usual
programming languages are conceivable [2].

The general aggregation reasoning chunks are applied in the domain of Scene Inter-
pretation, which has already been shown to be a configuration task [3]. In this domain,



aggregates like entrance or balcony consist of certain parts like door, railing, stairs,
sign, window. Parts have to fulfill restrictions like spatial relations of the kind stairs
below door, sign left-neighbor door etc. An aggregate may additionally occur as part
of a comprising aggregate like facade. The task is to construct a description with parts
and aggregates of a scene given an image.1

In other approaches, compositional relations between parts and aggregates are con-
sidered from the epistemological point of view [5–7]. Beside technical aspects of how
to represent parts and wholes with a given configuration language, the relationship be-
tween the compositional relation and further restrictions are less considered in those
contributions. In this paper, the interplay between those relations are analyzed.

In principle, configuration technologies as described in [8–13] provide a basic frame-
work for constructing restricted aggregates. While this includes means for modeling,
representing, and processing part-whole relations, it is seldom clarified how these fa-
cilities are applied or used for creating part-whole relations, or especially restricted
part-whole relations.

This paper tries to further close this gap. Thus, we provide an analysis of possible
aggregation situations and their representations by means of concepts and constraints.
For this task, we first prescribe the structure-oriented configuration approach, which is
applied here (Section 2), than consider the problem in more detail (Section 3). Section
4 describes the general solution of our approach for creating restricted part-whole rela-
tions and an implementation with a configuration language. Sections 5 and 6 describe
some experiments and give a summary of the approach, respectively.2

2 Structure-oriented Configuration Approach

As background, we follow the structure-oriented configuration approach as it is de-
scribed by [15, 8, 16, 9, 17–19, 11, 20, 21]. While this approach has several variants we
focus in the following on four separate knowledge types which can be used for model-
ing a certain domain:

Concept Hierarchy Domain objects are described using a highly expressive descrip-
tion language providing concepts, a taxonomical hierarchy (based on the is-a

relation), and structural relations like the compositional hierarchy based on the
has-parts relation. Parameters specify domain-object attributes with value in-
tervals, sets of values (enumerations), or constant values. Instances selected for a
concrete construction are instantiations of the concepts and represent concrete do-
main objects. Parameters and structural relations of a concept are also referred to
as properties of the concept. When instantiated, the properties of an instance are
initialized by the values or value ranges specified in the concepts.

Constraints Constraints pertaining to properties of more than one object are admin-
istered by a constraint net. Conceptual constraints are formulated as part of the

1 Our task differs to [4] in the fact that we construct descriptions of scenes (including aggregates
and parts), while [4] computes spatial arrangements of non-aggregated scene objects.

2 This paper is an extended and improved version of [14].



configuration model. Conceptual constraints consists of a condition and an ac-
tion part. The condition specifies a structural situation of instantiated concepts.
If this structural situation is fulfilled by some instances, constraint actions that
are formulated in the action part are instantiated to constraints. Constraint ac-
tions can represent restrictions between properties (i.e. constraint relations) or op-
erations like create-instance (i.e. constraint operations). Constraints can be
multi-directional, i.e. propagated regardless of the order in which constraint vari-
ables are instantiated or changed. At any given time, the remaining possible values
of a constraint variable are given as intervals, value sets, or constant values.

Task Description A configuration task is specified in terms of an aggregate which
must be configured (the goal) and possibly additional restrictions such as choices
of parts, prescribed properties, etc. Typically, the goal is represented by the root
node of the compositional hierarchy.

Procedural Knowledge The configuration process provides a stepwise composition
of a construction. Each step is one of the following kinds of construction steps:
aggregate instantiation (or top-down structuring), part integration (or bottom-up
structuring), instance specialization, and parameterization. A step reduces a prop-
erty value of an instance to a subset (reduced value) or finally to a constant (fixed
value).
After each step the constraint net is optionally propagated. Configuration strate-
gies are used to organize this configuration process in a declarative manner. For
example, it is possible to prescribe phases of bottom-up or top-down processing
conditioned on certain features of the evolving construction.

For every of the above mentioned knowledge types, a specific language is given
which allows to express domain objects with their attributes and restrictions as well as
the configuration process (see e.g. the Configuration Knowledge Modeling Language
CKML described in [1]). In Figure 1, we sketch some constraint actions of the con-
straint language part of CKML that are needed for the following examples. The con-
straint operation create-instance and ensure-relation are the main mechanism
for creating instances and relations between them. create-instance instantiates a
concept after selecting one of given concept types.3 Before establishing a relation be-
tween given instances, ensure-relation checks whether the relation already exists.
Numeric constraint relations are used for comparing and computing parameter values
given by constants, intervals, or enumerations in the typical mathematical form (which
includes interval arithmetic).

For representing aggregates with their parts, spatial relations and restrictions, i.e. for
representing restricted aggregates, concepts with their taxonomical and compositional
relations as well as constraints can be applied, leading to restricted aggregate mod-
els. However, using this configuration technology for scene interpretation, the question
arises, how these facilities can effectively be used both for modelling a domain (i.e. the
analysis and in-depth understanding of the domain) and operationalizing this knowl-
edge for the scene interpretation process.

3 Concept types can be selected e.g. by considering probabilities. In our current application
domain, statistics can be computed from annotated images. However, this aspect is not further
discussed in this paper.



Configuration systems considered here typically do not reason about concepts, but
only about instances (for other approaches see e.g. [22]). Thus, the language facilities
provided by such systems use instances for reasoning, e.g. conceptual constraints are
fulfilled if an instance relation structure matches the structural situations. Thus, instead
of description logics, which may also reason about concepts, in configuration systems,
appropriate instances have to be created and for the created instances knowledge entities
have to be inserted in the configuration model.4 The question now is, what knowledge
entities have to be inserted for reasoning about restricted aggregates?

create-instance Creates a new instance
for one of given
concept types.

ensure-relation Establishes a relation of
of a given name
between two instances.

less, greater, equal . . . Numeric constraint
relations.

Fig. 1. Predefined operations and relations (i.e. constraint actions) that are used in the following.

3 Requirements and Application Example

In the following, we consider aggregates locally described by their parts and restric-
tions. With a local representation of aggregates, all information about their parts are
kept at one place, i.e. are not distributed over the configuration model. Especially re-
strictions between parts of different aggregates are not allowed. However, a part may
be part of different alternative aggregates, e.g. a door might be part of an entrance
or a balcony. Examples of locally defined aggregates are illustrated in Figure 2. It
shows a general Scene-Aggregate and a specific Entrance aggregate with parts
and several spatial relations between them. For the aggregate and parts, concept types
(e.g. Stairs, Door), parameters (e.g. size-x), and relations between the parts (e.g.
belowNeighbor, overlap) can be described. In the example, we consider spatial rela-
tions of parts, however, arbitrary n-ary restrictions between properties of the aggregate’s
parts can be specified with aggregate restrictions.

Beside the typical signature for concept types, parameters and relations, discrimi-
nators are given which describe a sufficient condition for the aggregate - if the discrim-
inator holds, then the aggregate should exist. A conjunctive combination of parts and
relations can be given as a discriminator. Thus, a discriminator can be only one part or
several parts, as well as one or more relation between parts. In the example in Figure 2,
six discriminators are given each consisting of one relation (e.g. ?b-s-c representing
?stairs0 below ?canopy4).

Each discriminator is a “unique selling point” of an aggregate in the sense that it
distinguishes this aggregate from other aggregates. However, once an aggregate has

4 However, reasoning about concepts is restricted (e.g. n-ary roles are not provided in description
logic systems) and thus, less used for configuration tasks.



been created, also other restrictions are examined, e.g. further required parts. These
restrictions are necessary conditions. With this mechanism, complete descriptions of
aggregates are created. Note that this may lead to hypotheses of parts which may exist
or have to exist, if the aggregate exists. For example in the facade domain, a door
of an entrance is hypothesized, if the above mentioned condition ?stairs0 below

?canopy4 is fulfilled through observed stairs and canopy.5

This reasoning is embedded in a backtracking environment as typically provided by
configuration systems. Backtracking occurs when inferred decisions lead to a conflict,
e.g. signified by the constraint net. In this case, conflict resolution mechanisms should
be applied [1].

In the following, we assume that such aggregate models are manually created or
learned from a set of given cases e.g. by Version Space Learning, see [23]. Especially
discriminators (i.e. sufficient conditions) have to be identified by those methods.

Requirements for the general aggregation reasoning chunks. The aggregation chunks
which we target should cover diverse key situations, which are given through the task
specification or may come up through reasoning during the configuration process. The
key situations are described in terms of given instances and properties. A property is
given, if its value is fixed or reduced (see Section 2), otherwise it is original as it was
specified in the concept (e.g. a parameter pos-x-1 is [0 inf]). The chunks should:

– allow the construction of a new aggregate when one or more parts with relations or
parameters are given (bottom-up structuring),

– allow the construction of new parts when an aggregate is given (top-down structur-
ing),

– integrate given parts in given aggregates (bottom-up integration),
– use given parts for decomposing given aggregates (top-down decomposition),
– check given restrictions when all or some parts and aggregates are present (aggre-

gate consistency),
– establish the described restrictions when parts and aggregates do not yet fulfill the

restrictions (restriction establishment),
– determine appropriate types of aggregates and parts when certain relations but no

specific type information are given (object specialization),
– select one aggregate types and parts when several alternatives are possible (type

selection).

Modeling of restrictions. For modeling restrictions, we consider a two step approach:
First, physical parameters are obtained through external systems, e.g. image process-
ing systems, that supply geometric parameters like position and size of objects. These
parameters cover implicit relations between objects, in particular spatial predicates as

5 Discriminators should not be confused with mandatory or optional parts of an aggregate. In
the example, all parts (door, stairs, and canopy) are mandatory for an entrance. For the ex-
istence of an entrance not all of them have to be observed, but only those mentioned in the
discriminators. However, all mandatory parts will be created as hypotheses once the aggregate
is instantiated.



defined by predicates such as above-p. Those relations can be made explicit by estab-
lishing appropriate explicit relations between objects, such as above, left, right etc.
Explicit relations are mainly used for describing restrictions on a high level as illustrated
in Figure 2. They abstract from concrete numbers representing physical parameters.

Depending on the key situation, the relations are computed, e.g.:

– If an explicit relation between objects is given, the physical parameters should be
changed, so that the geometry holds between the parameters. For example, in a two
dimensional x/y coordination system, if an object o1 is identified to be below o2,
the position parameter y of o1 should be higher than y of o2 (expecting the origin
to be at the top left corner).

– If an implicit relation between physical parameters is given, the explicit relation
between objects should be established. For example, in a two dimensional x/y
coordination system, if the position parameters of o1 (i.e. y) is higher than y of o2,
the relation o1 is below o2 should be established.

– If the physical parameters are changed, the explicit spatial relations should be
checked, if they hold.

In Figure 3 the physical parameters and relations are listed, which are used in the
following domain of Scene Interpretation.

4 Analysis of Aggregation Processing and Representation with a
Configuration Language

In this section, we identify all key situations that may occur during the processing of
restricted aggregates. This is done by permuting possible variabilities given by restricted
aggregate models. Furthermore, for each key situation we provide representations based
on facilities given by a configuration language.

As described above, depending on the given information about aggregates and parts,
certain activities should be performed by the configuration process. For an aggregation,
a key situation can be characterized by the presence or absence of an aggregate A in-
stance (e.g. a balcony) and its parts pi (e.g. a door, a window). Hence, the variability
of a key situation can be described as follows:

Instances A and pi might be or might not be given. If neither A nor pi are given, A may
be constructed from the always given goal object g. This means, that an instance
of a certain concept is created where all properties are original. If only A is given,
appropriate pi have to be constructed analogously and vice versa.

Concept type of A may be of a taxonomical leaf concept type or a specializable con-
cept type. A leaf concept cannot be specialized further, and thus, only the aggre-
gate parts and restrictions have to be computed. If a specializable concept type is
given (e.g. as a general type like Facade-Object), a more specific type has to be
computed by considering given or possible parts of the aggregate including their
restrictions. For example, an instance of Facade-Object may be specialized to
Balcony, if it has an instance of Door as a part.

Concept type of pi is analogous to the above considerations.



(define-aggregate :name Scene-Aggregate
:parameters
((size-x [0 inf])
(size-Y [0 inf])
(pos-x-1 [0 inf]) (pos-y-1 [0 inf])
(pos-x-2 [0 inf]) (pos-y-1 [0 inf])
(parts-top-left-x-variability [0 inf])
(parts-top-left-y-variability [0 inf])
(parts-bottom-right-x-variability [0 inf])
(parts-bottom-right-y-variability [0 inf]))
:parts
((:name ?parts :type Scene-Aggregate

:number-restriction [0 inf]))
:restrictions
((:name ?variability

:constraint
(check-variability ?a ?parts))

(:name ?bounding-box
:constraint
(check-bounding-box ?a ?parts))))

(define-aggregate :name Entrance
:super Scene-Aggregate
:parameters
((size-x [184 295])
(size-Y [299 420])
(parts-top-left-x-variability [7 131])
(parts-top-left-y-variability [1 284])
(parts-bottom-right-x-variability [7 131])
(parts-bottom-right-y-variability [1 284]))
:parts
((:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs)
(:name ?door1 :type Door)
(:name ?sign2 :type Sign)
(:name ?railing3 :type Railing)
(:name ?canopy4 :type Canopy))
:restrictions
((:name ?bn-s-d :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?door1)
(:name ?b-s-c :relation below
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?canopy4)
(:name ?o-s-r :relation overlap
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?railing3)
(:name ?bn-s-s :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?sign2)
(:name ?an-d-s :relation aboveNeighbor
:subject ?door1 :object ?stairs0)
(:name ?bn-d-c :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?door1 :object ?canopy4)

:discriminators
((?bn-s-d) (?b-s-c) (?o-s-r)
(?bn-s-s) (?an-d-s) (?bn-d-c))))

Fig. 2. Local aggregate description. A general Scene-Aggregate, which specifies re-
strictions that hold for all aggregates and a specific Entrance aggregate that inherits
the general restrictions and properties. Question marked symbols (e.g. ?an-d-s) indi-
cate variables, which can bind objects or relations.



Spatial relations reflect the appropriate geometric relation:
overlap, inside, left-of, right-of, above, below,
top-left, right-left, bottom-left, right-left,
left-neighbor, right-neighbor, above-neighbor,
below-neighbor, check-variability.
Geometric parameters for describing bounding box and
size of an object: pos-x-1, pos-y-1, pos-x-2, pos-y-2,
size-x, size-y.
Spatial predicates check the geometric parameters, whether
the spatial relations hold: overlap-p, inside-p, etc.

Fig. 3. Predefined spatial relations, geometric parameters, and spatial predicates on geometric pa-
rameters for the Scene Interpretation domain. The x-neighbor relations indicate direct neigh-
bors in the mentioned x direction.

No. compositional spatial geometric
rel. for A and pi rel. for pi para. for pi

1 original given original
2 original original given
3 given original original
4 given given original
5 given original given
6 original given given
7 given given given

Fig. 4. Possible situations for instances of one aggregate A and for potential parts pi. If not given
as constant or reduced, the value is an unchanged interval or not yet computed relations of the
concept (indicated by original).

Compositional relation between A and pi might be or might not be given. If such
relations are given, the restrictions given by A have to be checked for pi. If the
compositional relations are not given, they have to be established, if the pi fulfill
the restrictions given in the model of A. If A has further potential parts than pi,
those have to be created (i.e. part hypotheses are created, see [1]) and have to fit the
given pi.

Spatial relations between pi might be or might not be given. If they are given, the ge-
ometric parameters have to have values according to the spatial relations, an appro-
priate aggregate has to be created (i.e. an aggregate hypothesis), and the composi-
tional relations of that aggregate to the pi have to be established. If spatial relations
are not given, they must be computed from the spatial predicates and geometric
parameters.

Geometric parameters of pi and A might be or might not be given. If given, the appro-
priate spatial relations can be computed. If they are not given, geometric parameters
can be computed from spatial relations.

Expecting that the instances with appropriate concept types are given, Figure 4
shows all other situations. Those are discussed in the following.



(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Spatial-relation-from-predicate
:structural-situation
((:name ?o1 :type Scene-Object)
(:name ?o2 :type Scene-Object

:relations
((self

#’(aboveNeighbor-p *it* ?o1)))))
:action-part
((ensure-relation

(above-neighbor ?o2 ?o1)
(below-neighbor ?o1 ?o2))))

Fig. 5. Generic conceptual constraint for Case 2 and Case 5 (Case-Gen-1). By checking
spatial predicates the explicit spatial relations are established. *it* refers to the value
of the relation, in the case of self to the object bound to ?o2.

Each case has distinct impacts on the configuration process, i.e. distinct activities
have to be performed. In general, in each case the missing information (in Figure 4
indicated by original) has to be computed from the fixed or reduced ones (indicated
by given). Besides these activities, also the mappings to the representation facilities of
the configuration language have to be specified. In the following, for each key situation
representations are given as reasoning chunks.

(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Spatial-relation-from-relation
:structural-situation
((:name ?o1 :type Scene-Object)
(:name ?o2 :type Scene-Object

:relations
((above-neighbor *it* ?o1))))

:action-part
((less (y-pos-2 ?o1) (y-pos-1 ?o2))
(less (x-pos-1 ?o2) (x-pos-1 ?o1))
(greater (x-pos-2 ?o2) (x-pos-2 ?o1))))

Fig. 6. Generic conceptual constraint for Case 1 and Case 4 Case-Gen-2. By checking
spatial relations the geometric parameters are computed by numeric constraints.

Case Reduction: From Case 2 to Case 6, and from Case 5 to Case 7. The mapping
of given geometric parameters of pi to spatial relations can be done with one generic
conceptual constraint (CC-Gen-1) that holds for all types of parts (see Figure 5).
There, arbitrary Scene-Objects (the super concept of every part or aggregate)
are checked with spatial predicates in the structural situation and the appropriate
spatial relations are established by ensure-relation in the action part. Because
the spatial predicates can handle fixed and reduced values, this mapping is straight
forward. With this conceptual constraint, also Case 2 and Case 5 can be processed
as Case 6 and Case 7, respectively.

Case Reduction: From Case 1 to Case 6, and from Case 4 to Case 7. Similarly
Case 1 and Case 4 can be reduced by introducing one generic conceptual constraint
for mapping spatial relations to geometric parameters (see Figure 6, CC-Gen-2).
The condition matches all pi that are in the modeled spatial relation. The action
part uses numeric constraints to compute the geometric parameters. However, in
this case, because the geometric parameters are original, the mapping only reduces



their intervals according to the spatial relations. This is done internally by constraint
actions because of the underlying mathematics (see Section 2).

Case Reduction: From Case 6 to Case 7. The compositional relation of the parts to
an aggregate instance have to be established. Each aggregate concept has to be
checked that might be able to have parts with the given spatial relations. This can
be achieved by using a conceptual constraint as shown in Figure 7. The structural
situation of such a conceptual constraint describes the spatial relation which holds
between the parts. The action part uses the create-instance constraint opera-
tion, which selects an aggregate concept out of a set of concepts. This set represents
all aggregates that may have parts with the given spatial relations. According to the
given concepts, one aggregate type As is selected (i.e. by considering probabili-
ties). A new instance of As is created and the compositional relations between this
new instance and the pi are established. For every discriminator of an aggregate (in
Figure 2 every spatial relation), one conceptual constraint of this kind is modeled
(Case-6-ccs). Thus, this conceptual constraint can handle all situations where some
parts are given which are not yet part of an aggregate.

(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Entrance-creation
:structural-situation
((:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs

:relations
((part-of #’(free-p *it*))))

(:name ?door1 :type Door
:relations

((part-of #’(free-p *it*))
(above-neighbor ?stairs0))))

:action-part
((create-instance (Entrance Terrace)

(part-of ?stairs0)
(part-of ?door1))))

Fig. 7. Conceptual constraints for creating a compositional relation with a new aggre-
gate (i.e. an example for a Case-6-ccs). The conceptual constraint matches all stairs and
doors that are appropriately related and are not yet part of an aggregate (indicated by
free − p). create-instance selects one appropriate aggregate (e.g. the most prob-
able one), creates one instance of that aggregate (e.g. Entrance), and establishes the
compositional relations.

Case 3: Only compositional relations between A and pi are given. The spatial re-
lations between pi have to be computed from the given compositional relations.
Here the conceptual constraints (Case-3-ccs) have the following form: The struc-
tural situation checks the compositional relation between the A and pi. The action
part establishes the spatial relations between the pi. For each spatial relation of an
aggregate one conceptual constraint of the form illustrated in Figure 8 is created.

Case 7: Compositional relations between A and pi, spatial relations pj and geo-
metric parameters of pj are given. All conceptual constraints match and check
the given relations. If the compositional relations are fixed for the same parts as the
spatial relations (i.e. if pi = pj) the Case-3-ccs can be used for ensuring the spatial



relations - ensure-relation than only checks the spatial relations between the
parts. CC-Gen-1 computes the geometric parameters for the pj .
If there exists a pj which is not yet part of A (i.e. its free-p), but holds the spatial
relations of A, the compositional relation can be established with a further type
of conceptual constraint (Case-4-ccs, see Figure 9). Furthermore, there may be
combinations where one part is already part of A and another is not, e.g. in Figure
9 Stairs may be part of Entrance while Door is not, or vice versa. For this reason,
the predicate free-or-in-agg-p is introduced that checks, whether an object is
part of no aggregate or of the indicated one (e.g. part of Entrance).

(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Entrance-Spatial-Relation-Door-Stairs
:structural-situation
((:name ?e :type Entrance)
(:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs

:relations ((part-of ?e)))
(:name ?door1 :type Door

:relations ((part-of ?e))))
:action-part
((ensure-relation

(above-neighbor ?door1 ?stairs0)
(below-neighbor ?stairs0 ?door1))))

Fig. 8. Conceptual constraint for Case 3 (Case-3-ccs).

Thus, five different types of reasoning chunks are finally identified:

1. Mapping between numeric parameters and explicit relations (quantitative/qualitative
mapping). This mapping is done by a conceptual constraint of type Case-Gen-1 for
each spatial relation.

2. Mapping between explicit relations and numeric parameters (qualitative/quantitative
mapping). This mapping is similarily done by conceptual constraint of type Case-
Gen-2.

3. Creating new aggregates from given discriminative explicit relations (discrimina-
tors). This mapping is done by one conceptual constraint for each discriminator of
an aggregate (Case-6-ccs).

4. Checking if restrictions between parts hold for parts that are elements of an aggre-
gate. This mapping is done by one conceptual constraint for each discriminator of
an aggregate (Case-3-ccs).

5. Integrating appropriate parts in existing aggregates while considering aggregate re-
strictions. This mapping is done by one conceptual constraint for each discriminator
of an aggregate (Case-4-ccs).

5 Experiments in the Scene Interpretation Domain

We tested the previously described representation for constructing descriptions of fa-
cade scenes from images. For this task, we developed the system SCENIC (see Figure
10), which contains mainly:



(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Entrance-Has-Parts-Door-Stairs
:structural-situation
((:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs)
(:name ?door1 :type Door

:relations
((aboveNeighbor ?stairs0)))

(:name ?e :type Entrance
:relations

((has-parts
#’(free-or-in-agg-p ?stairs ?doors1 *it*)
#’(check-variability *it*

?stairs0 ?door1)
#’(check-bounding-box *it*

?stairs0 ?door1)))))
:action-part
((ensure-relation

(part-of ?stairs0 ?e)
(has-parts ?e ?stairs0))

(ensure-relation
(part-of ?door1 ?e)
(has-parts ?e ?door1))))

Fig. 9. Conceptual constraint for Case 4 (Case-4-ccs). The predicate
free-or-in-agg-p checks, whether the objects are parts of no aggregate or
already part of the aggregate. check-variability and check-bounding-box are
further aggregate restrictions that have to hold.
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Fig. 10. Overview of the modules in SCENIC. The here described techniques are contained in the
module concept converter.



– a learning module for determining the compositional structure of aggregates of the
facade domain,

– several low-level image processing modules for recognizing primitive objects of
that domain like door and window, and

– a configuration system for constructing scene interpretations from the primitives
and by using the learnt aggregate modules.

In Figure 11, left, primitive parts like windows, stairs are shown. These parts are
aggregated to balconies and an entrance (see Figure 11, right). The experiments further
showed that the selection of the domain-dependent predicates like check-variability
and appropriate discriminator (see Figure 2) are very important. If several aggregates
of the same type have to be considered (see Figure 12, right), the identification of the
corresponding primitive parts are computed by those predicates.

6 Discussion and Summary

The generic aggregation reasoning chunks presented in this paper have the following
properties:

– They distinguish between numeric, quantitative parameters typically given in databases
or sensors, and qualitative relations which are used in abstract aggregation models.

– They compute all kinds of entities, i.e. aggregates, parts, relations and parameters
depending on the given information.

– They are generic, i.e. they do not depend on the domain used in the examples, but
can be applied to any domain with restricted aggregates, e.g. also to domains with
temporal relations.

Because of the expressive language used in configuration technologies, domain re-
strictions with numeric, interval-based constraints and n-ary constraints can be used.
Also, the configuration language with concepts and constraints used in our work can
be mapped to similar representation facilities like classes, rules, and functions of other
configuration approaches. Thus, the paper provides general modeling and representa-
tion facilities used for composing restricted aggregates.
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Interpretation of Images (and Videos)

Given: image or video of a technical world
Compute a description of what can be seen in the image or 
video
Domains: façade scenes, apron observation, table-laying 
scenes
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Scene Description with Aggregates and…
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This presentation

Interpretation of Images: 
SCENIC - SCENe Interpretation by Configuration

Scene Description:
The Configuration

Aggregate Model

High-Level Interpretation:
Configuration Tool

Configuration ModelModel Mapping
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Structural Configuration Approach

Descriptions of domain objects and their properties 
(conceptual model)
Taxonomical and compositional relations, as well as 
definable restrictions between domain objects
Knowledge about the solution procedure (procedural 
knowledge)
A description of the purpose to be fulfilled (task 
specification)
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Inference Services to Be Used

Ontology reasoning
Subsumption test
Automatic specialization
Recognizing structural situations

Constraint propagation
Computing variable bindings by considering relations
Create constraint net from structural situations
Arithmetic and structural constraint relations:

create-instance, ensure-relation, less, greater, equal, 
…
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The Façade Domain

Aggregates: balcony, entrance, façade
Parts: door, window, sign, canopy
Spatial Relations: In balcony the window is right-of door

Predicates: Bounding box of aggregates covers all parts.
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Modeling Guidelines

Local representations of aggregates
No restrictions between parts of different aggregates
A part type may be part type of diverse aggregates
N-ary restrictions between parts
Discriminators that indicate restrictions or parts that are 
sufficient conditions for the existence of the aggregate.
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Modeling Decisions

Quantitative physical parameters
Size and position of objects
Implicit relations between objects

Spatial predicates
Identify certain spatial relations 
E.g. above-p, left-of

Qualitative spatial relations
Explicit relations between objects
o1 above o2, o2 left-of o3
Used in aggregate models
Abstract from concrete numbers

Image

Aggregate Model
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Aggregate Representation from Learning

(define-aggregate :name Entrance
:super Scene-Aggregate
:parameters
((size-x [184 295])
(size-Y [299 420])
(parts-top-left-x-variability [7 131])
(parts-top-left-y-variability [1 284])
(parts-bottom-right-x-variability [7 131])
(parts-bottom-right-y-variability [1 284])
(top-left-x [0 inf]) (top-left-y [0 inf])
(bottom-right-x [0 inf]) (bottom-right-y [0 inf]))))
:parts
((:name ?stairs0  :type Stairs)
(:name ?door1    :type Door)
(:name ?sign2    :type Sign)
(:name ?railing3 :type Railing)
(:name ?canopy4  :type Canopy))
:restrictions
((:name ?bn-s-d :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?door1)
(:name ?b-s-c :relation below
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?canopy4)
(:name ?o-s-r :relation overlap
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?railing3)
(:name ?bn-s-s :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?sign2)   
(:name ?an-d-s :relation aboveNeighbor
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(define-aggregate :name Entrance
:super Scene-Aggregate
:parameters
((size-x [184 295])
(size-Y [299 420])
(parts-top-left-x-variability [7 131])
(parts-top-left-y-variability [1 284])
(parts-bottom-right-x-variability [7 131])
(parts-bottom-right-y-variability [1 284])
(top-left-x [0 inf]) (top-left-y [0 inf])
(bottom-right-x [0 inf]) (bottom-right-y [0 inf]))))
:parts
((:name ?stairs0  :type Stairs)
(:name ?door1    :type Door)
(:name ?sign2    :type Sign)
(:name ?railing3 :type Railing)
(:name ?canopy4  :type Canopy))
:restrictions
((:name ?bn-s-d :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?door1)
(:name ?b-s-c :relation below
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?canopy4)
(:name ?o-s-r :relation overlap
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?railing3)
(:name ?bn-s-s :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?stairs0 :object ?sign2)   
(:name ?an-d-s :relation aboveNeighbor
:subject ?door1 :object ?stairs0)
(:name ?bn-d-c :relation belowNeighbor
:subject ?door1 :object ?canopy4)

:discriminators
((?bn-s-d) (?b-s-c) (?o-s-r) 
(?bn-s-s) (?an-d-s) (?bn-d-c))))

Aggregate Representation from Learning

Hartz, J., Neumann, B.: Learning a knowledge base of 
ontological concepts for high-level
scene interpretation. In: International Conference on Machine 
Learning and Applications,
Cincinnati (Ohio, USA) (December 2007)
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Key Situations and Main Task

Parts given with or without relations
Aggregates given with or without parts

Task:
Develop general aggregation reasoning chunks for each key 
situation, which will construct complete aggregates and which will 
guarantee the validity of the restrictions.
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Construct Reasoning Chunks that should:

Allow the construction of aggregates when parts are given (bottom-up 
structuring)
Allow the construction of parts when aggregates are given (top-down 
decomposition)
Integrate given parts in existing aggregates (top-down integration)
Use given parts for decomposing existing aggregates (top-down 
decomposition)
Check restrictions for an aggregate with parts (aggregate consistency)
Establish the aggregate restrictions, if parts belong to an aggregate 
(restriction establishment)
Determine types of parts, when not given (object specialization)
Select an aggregate type, if several are possible (type selection)
Map quantitative and qualitative parameters (quantitative/qualitative 
mapping)
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Examples

If an explicit relation between objects is given, the physical 
parameters should be changed, so that the geometry holds 
between the parameters. 

O1 left of O2!O1

O2

bottom-right-x(O1)=[5 20]

5 208

O2

O1 bottom-right-x(O1)=[5 8]
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O4

Examples

If an implicit relation between physical parameters is given, 
the explicit relation between objects should be established.

O3 left of O4!

bottom-right-x(O3)=[5 8]

5 208

O3
top-left-x(O4)=8

O4 right of O3!
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Scene Interpretation as Configuration
Analysis of Reasoning Tasks
Experiment
Summary

Overview
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Analysis

Three dimensions of variability:
Aggregate structure may be given or not
Spatial relations may be given or not
Physical parameters may be given or not
(Part or aggregate type given or not)
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Cases to be Considered

GivenGivenGiven7

GivenGivenTo be computed6

GivenTo be computedGiven5

To be computedGivenGiven4

To be computedTo be computedGiven3

GivenTo be computedTo be computed2

To be computedGivenTo be computed1

Physical parameter 
for pi

Spatial relation for piAggregate structure 
for A and pi

No

“To be computed” = original value given in the aggregate model
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The Reasoning Chunks: Case 2 and Case 5

(define-conceptual-constraint 
:name Spatial-Relations-from-Physical-Parameters
:structural-situation

((:name ?o1 :type Scene-Object)
(:name ?o2 :type Scene-Object

:relations
((self
#’(aboveNeighbor-p *it* ?o1)))))

:action-part
((ensure-relation (above-neighbor ?o2 ?o1)

(below-neighbor ?o1 ?o2))))

Spatial predicate

Structural constraint relation Spatial relations

For all aggregate types
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The Reasoning Chunks: Case 1 and Case 4

(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Physical-Parameters-from-Spatial-Relation
:structural-situation

((:name ?o1 :type Scene-Object)
(:name ?o2 :type Scene-Object

:relations
((above-neighbor *it* ?o1))))

:action-part
((less (bottom-right-y ?o1) (top-left-y ?o2))
(less (top-left-x ?o2) (top-left-x ?o1))
(greater (bottom-right-x ?o2) (bottom-right-x ?o1))))

Physical parametersArithmetic constraint relation

Spatial relation

For all aggregate types
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The Reasoning Chunks: Case 3

(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Entrance-Spatial-Relation
:structural-situation

((:name ?e :type Entrance)
(:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs

:relations ((part-of ?e)))
(:name ?door1 :type Door

:relations ((part-of ?e))))
:action-part
((ensure-relation

(above-neighbor ?door1 ?stairs0)
(below-neighbor ?stairs0 ?door1))))

Specific for the aggregate entrance.

One reasoning chunk needed for each restriction.

Compositional relation known

Establish spatial relations
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The Reasoning Chunks: Case 6

(define-conceptual-constraint 
:name Entrance-Creation
:structural-situation

((:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs
:relations
((part-of #’(free-p *it*))))

(:name ?door1 :type Door
:relations

((part-of #’(free-p *it*))
(above-neighbor ?stairs0))))

:action-part
((create-instance Entrance

(part-of ?stairs0)
(part-of ?door1))))

Spatial relations of parts known

Create aggregate
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The Reasoning Chunks: Case 6

(define-conceptual-constraint 
:name Entrance-Terrace-Creation
:structural-situation

((:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs
:relations
((part-of #’(free-p *it*))))

(:name ?door1 :type Door
:relations

((part-of #’(free-p *it*))
(above-neighbor ?stairs0))))

:action-part
((create-instance (Entrance Terrace)

(part-of ?stairs0)
(part-of ?door1))))

Multiple aggregates may have same relations.

Spatial relations of parts known

Create aggregate
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The Reasoning Chunks: Case 4, Part Integration

(define-conceptual-constraint
:name Entrance-Has-Parts-Door-Stairs
:structural-situation

((:name ?stairs0 :type Stairs)
(:name ?door1 :type Door

:relations
((aboveNeighbor ?stairs0)))

(:name ?e :type Entrance
:relations

((has-parts
#’(free-or-in-agg-p ?stairs ?doors1 *it*)
#’(check-bounding-box *it*

?stairs0 ?door1)))))
:action-part
((ensure-relation (part-of ?stairs0 ?e)

(has-parts ?e ?stairs0))
(ensure-relation (part-of ?door1 ?e)

(has-parts ?e ?door1))))

Parts are in spatial relations

Parts fit to aggregate
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Summary of Reasoning Chunks

1. Quantitative parameters Explicit relations
2. Explicit relations Quantitative parameters 
3. Discriminative explicit relations Aggregate creation
4. All given Check restrictions 
5. Potential parts and aggregates Integrate while 

considering aggregate restrictions
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Scene Interpretation as Configuration
Analysis of Reasoning Tasks
Experiment
Summary

Overview
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Experiment: Use Mapping for Iteratively Refining 
Concept Models during Feedback Learning

Learn balcony model 
Map it to reasoning chunks
Interpret new image
Evaluate result
Feedback learning
Map new balcony model to reasoning chunks
Interpret the image again
Evaluate result
…

System Overview

Image Processing Modules

Raw Image

LabelMe Image 
Database

Evidence Items

Evidence Class Instances

View Class InstancesOWL 
View Class Instances

OWL to KONWERK
Instance Converter

KONWERK 
Interpretation System

KONWERK Interpreted Image

KONWERK to OWL
Interpretation Converter

OWLcc

Conceptual 
Knowledge 

Base 

Version Store of 
OWL Conceptual 
Knowledge Bases

OWLCC to KONWERK
Concept Converter

Case Base of OWL
Interpreted Images

GUI
Visuali-
sation

OWL 
Interpreted 

Image

Label-Filter

Version Space 
Learning

OWLcc Concept 
Description 

GUI
Concept 

Editor

Learning 
Supervisor

Classified 
LabelMe Image 

Feedback 
LabelMe Image 

Rectification 
and Annotation

Image Analysis

Middle Layer

Inter-
pretation

Learning Modules

GUI/Knowledge
Management

Learning 
Evaluator
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Interpretation Process

Image Processing Modules

Raw Image

LabelMe Image 
Database

Evidence Items

Evidence Class Instances

View Class InstancesOWL 
View Class Instances

OWL to KONWERK
Instance Converter

KONWERK 
Interpretation System
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Feedback Learning

Image Processing Modules

Raw Image

LabelMe Image 
Database

Evidence Items

Evidence Class Instances

View Class InstancesOWL 
View Class Instances

OWL to KONWERK
Instance Converter

KONWERK 
Interpretation System

KONWERK Interpreted Image

KONWERK to OWL
Interpretation Converter

OWLcc

Conceptual 
Knowledge 

Base 

Version Store of 
OWL Conceptual 
Knowledge Bases

OWLCC to KONWERK
Concept Converter

Case Base of OWL
Interpreted Images

GUI
Visuali-
sation

OWL 
Interpreted 

Image

Label-FilterLearning 
Evaluator

Version Space 
Learning

OWLcc Concept 
Description 

GUI
Concept 

Editor

Learning 
Supervisor

Classified 
LabelMe Image 

Feedback 
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Rectification 
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Inter-
pretation
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Aggregates and…
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… Parts

Initial Learnt Balcony Concept:
(define-aggregate :name balcony-12088

:super Scene-Aggregate
:parameters
((Parts-Top-Left-X-Variability [0.0000 1425.5403])
(Parts-Top-Left-Y-Variability [0 INF])
(Parts-Bottom-Right-X-Variability [0.0000 1605.6350])
(Parts-Bottom-Right-Y-Variability [1.0000 INF])
…)

:parts
((:type Scene-Object :number-restriction [0 INF])
(:type door :number-restriction [1.0000 INF])
(:type railing :number-restriction [1.0000 INF])
(:type window :number-restriction [0.0000 5.0000]))

:restrictions
((:relation Overlap :subject ?railing0 :object ?window2)
(:relation Overlap :subject ?railing0 :object ?door1)
(:relation Overlap :subject ?window2 :object ?railing0)
(:relation RightNeighbour :subject ?window2 :object     

?door1)
(:relation Overlap :subject ?door1 :object ?railing0)
(:relation LeftNeighbour :subject ?door1 :object 

?window2)))
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Reasoning Chunks

'(check-variability-and-bb-p *it* ?railing0 ?window2))))
:constraint-aufrufe
((integrate-instances (?Balcony has-elements)
(?Balcony self) (?railing0 self) (?railing0 element-of))
(integrate-instances (?Balcony has-elements)
(?Balcony self) (?window2 self) (?window2 element-of))))

(define-conceptual-constraint :name restriction3-trigger-cc
:structural-situation
((?door1 :name Door :relationen
((element-of (:condition '(free-p *it*)))))
(?window2 :name Window :relationen
((element-of (:condition '(free-p *it*)))
(self (:condition

'(check-variability-and-bb-p-concept 'Balcony *it*
?door1)))

(right-neighbour
(:condition '(aggs::is-in-set ?door1 *it*))))))

:constraint-aufrufe
((create-instance 'Balcony 'has-elements (?door1 self)
(?window2 self) (?door1 element-of) (?window2 element-of))))

(define-conceptual-constraint :name
Balcony-restriction3-spatial-relation-cc
:structural-situation
((?Balcony :name Balcony)
(?door1 :name Door :relationen
((element-of
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Given: Only parts and no balcony, but Façade.
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Given: Only parts and no balcony, but Façade.
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Result: Identified Balcony but with wrong 
parts, because of non-appropriate model
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Balcony Concept after Feedback Learning
(define-aggregate :name Balcony-boundary-conjunction-34510

:super Scene-Aggregate
:parameters

((Parts-Top-Left-X-Variability [0.0000 1425.5403])
(Parts-Top-Left-Y-Variability [0.0000 525.0465])
(Parts-Bottom-Right-X-Variability [7.0465 1605.6350])
(Parts-Bottom-Right-Y-Variability [1.0000 472.0233])
…)

:parts
((:type door :number-restriction [1.0000 1.0000])
(:type railing :number-restriction [1.0000 3.0000])
(:type roof :number-restriction [0.0000 3.0000])
(:type stairs :number-restriction [0.0000 3.0000])
…)

:restrictions
((:relation Overlap :subject ?railing39 :object 

?door46)
(:relation Overlap :subject ?railing39 :object 
?window44)

(:relation Overlap :subject ?door46 :object 
?railing39)

(:relation Overlap :subject ?window44 :object 
?railing39))
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Result: Identified Balcony with correct parts 
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Result: Identified Balcony with correct parts
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Summary

Interpretation of images as configuration task
Integration of learnt aggregate models in the configuration 
model through reasoning chunks
Map quantitative parameters from sensors to qualitative 
relations for modeling
Reasoning chunks compute all kinds of entities: qualitative 
relations, quantitative parameters, aggregates, and parts
Domain independent mapping given
May be applicable to pure rule systems
Next step:

Exhaustive experiments for learning diverse aggregates
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Abstract. In this article we present an approach to solve the Multi
Depot Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (MDVRPTW) in
di�erent scenarios. First we present the optimization in a static scenario
using an adaptive neighborhood search combined with a tabu search
heuristic. In a dynamic scenario events occur that change the data the
actual plan is based on, like the customers demand, the number of cus-
tomers or the needed traveling time between two customers. These events
have to be integrated into the current plan, to provide a valid route for
all trucks. The well-known MDVRPTW instances by Cordeau et al. [4]
are used in this approach. To evaluate the presented planning approach
in dynamic environments we use a c-competitive analysis, which empha-
sizes the e�ciency of the repair mechanisms.

1 Introduction

Transportation is an integral part in today's economic planning. The German
Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban A�airs calculated the trans-
portation of freight of 434,1 billions tonne kilometers on German roads in 2006.
Experts predict an increase of 12.4 % to 488 billions tonne kilometers until 2010
[14]. This situation makes it necessary to optimize routes, especially considering
the increasing prices for fossil fuels. It is essential for logistic planning systems
to consider additional restrictions such as delivery time windows of customers or
maximum duration of routes. During the last decades there has been an increased
demand for tour planning systems capable of integrating updated customer data
and tracking and tracing information [9]. The following section presents di�erent
scenarios and challenges of routing problems regarding the aforementioned re-
strictions. In section 3 an algorithm for the computation of the route plan will be
shown. These results will be evaluated with an procedure developed in section 4.
Finally, we discuss additional extension to measure dynamism in route planning
problems and summarize or �ndings and discuss future work.
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2 Problem Formulation

2.1 The Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows
(MDVRPTW)

The Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (MDVRPTW)
is considered for a practical description of transportation planning. The MD-
VRPTW describes the problem to deliver uniform goods to a set of customers
from a set of depots with vehicles with heterogeneous capacities. The delivery
has to be done within a customer-speci�ed time window and the vehicles need to
return to the same depot where they have started. Each customer has to be de-
livered once. A customer i is represented as quintuple (idi, gi, dsi, ei, li). Where
idi identi�es a customer i, gi describes the demand, dsi the service time of cus-
tomer i which a vehicle has to wait when it arrives at this customer. Finally,
ei (earliest) as well as li (latest) de�ne the earliest respectively latest possible
delivery time of i. The MDVRPTW is an extension of the fundamental route
planning problem the so-called Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) from Dantzig
and Ramser [5]. As the VRP is NP-hard the MDVRPTW with more restrictions
also belongs to the set of NP-hard problems [13]. Therefore it is recommended
to use a heuristic approach solving the MDVRPTW. The de�nition of time win-
dows in this case refers to the de�nition of so-called soft time windows from
Chiang and Russell [2]. In comparison to the de�nition of hard time windows
a route is still feasible although the time window restriction is violated. The
resulting delay at one or more customers is measured by a penalty P . P will
increase if a vehicle arrives at the customer at time t later than li. Actually P
will increase by the di�erence of t and li. An arriving before ei will only result in
a waiting time at customer i. The quality of the computed routes is measured by
a vector R combining penalty P and total traveling distance D to R = (P,D).

In fact there are two optimization criteria: At �rst the presented approach
will optimize a potential penalty, secondly it tries to reduce the covered dis-
tance as much as possible. This approach will be evaluated on the MDVRPTW
instances from Cordeau et al. [4]. The problem instances contain four to six
depots and 48 to 288 customers which are almost uniformly distributed. The
depots possess vehicles with limited capacity. The distances between customers
and depots correspond to the euclidean distance; thereby the time complies with
the distance.

2.2 Regarded Scenarios

The MDVRPTW is investigated in di�erent scenarios: At �rst a static scenario
is regarded where all planning relevant information is known a priori and will
remain unchanged. In the second scenario the execution of the planned routes
are simulated and disturbing events occur and their consequences have to be
incorporated in the current tour plans. The set of possible dynamic events at
customer i can be summarized as follows:

� in- and decrease of demand gi
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� shrinking of time windows due to increasing ei or decreasing li
� growing time windows due to decreasing ei or increasing li
� shortening or extension of distances between customers or depots

� new customer requests

� cancellation of customer requests.

The events that occur during the simulation are randomly generated from the
aforementioned set of events and are uniformly distributed in respect to the
planning horizon. All events appear with the same probability. Thus only valid
events are being created: for example the time of appearance of an event like
decreasing the demand gi of customer i would never exceed li.

3 Designing the algorithm

The computation of tours for a given MDVRPTW instance comprises di�erent
stages: Primarily the customers will be assigned to their nearest depots. The
same method was used by Polacek et al. [13] and by Cordeau et al. [4]. Their
algorithms Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) and Uni�ed Tabu Search Algo-
rithm (UTSA) compute the best-known solutions on the MDVRPTW instances
from Cordeau et al.3 [4].
After all customers have been assigned to a depot the initial tours are con-
structed with the well-known savings algorithm presented by Clarke and Wright
[3] which is sketched in �gure 1. The savings cij resulting from combination of
two routes arise from the saved distance.

Fig. 1. The savings algorithm [8]

If and only if the result complies with the capacity restriction of the vehicle
and P does not increase, the combination of two routes is allowed. This creates
an initial solution which can be optimized by the algorithm presented in the
following section.

3 available at http://neumann.hec.ca/chairedistributique/data/mdvrptw/ - last check
on 12.06.2008
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3.1 The optimization

The optimization of an initial route plan is done according to the Adaptive Large
Neighborhood Search (ALNS) from Pisinger and Ropke [12]. ALNS combines a
set of di�erent heuristics to explore di�erent regions of the solution space for a
good solution. In doing so di�erent strategies for computing the neighborhood
are used. Here we use a 2-opt neighborhood presented in [6] as well as a λ-
interchange neighborhood with λ = 1 introduced by Osman [11].
The 2-opt algorithm replaces two edges belonging from the route with two edges
not part of the tour so far. The swap operations can be executed within one
tour (intra-tour) and between two tours (inter-tour) of a depot, see �gure 2. In
contrast the λ-interchange algorithm swaps a maximum number of λ vertices
(customers) between two tours described best in tuple notation (a,b). a respec-
tively b donates the number of vertices swaped from the �rst to the second tour
and vice versa. In this case the swap possibilities with λ = 1 are (1, 0), (0, 1) and
(1, 1). The combination of 2-opt and λ-Interchange is reasonable as the solutions
deriving from the λ-Interchange neighborhood will never be reached with the
2-opt algorithm as the set of customers of a tour in a 2-opt algorithm never
changes. Thus the combination of di�erent local search strategies increases the
search space, that can be investigated during the optimization phase. The com-
bined neighborhood search optimizes an initial solution while using always the
neighborhood solution with the largest improvement (steepest-descent) [1] for
further calculation: Either regarding the penalty P or in case of no change of P
regarding the lower covered distance. The algorithm chooses only solutions which
do not increase P and preserve the vehicles' capacity restrictions. All neighbor-
hood solutions will be tested (best-�t). The applied heuristics are shown in �gure
2.

Fig. 2. The Neighborhood Search
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The local search strategies can be realized in an e�cient and fast way. How-
ever, the neighborhood search will probably end in local optima. To escape
from this sub-optimal solution the neighborhood search is guided by the meta-
heuristic tabu search introduced by Glover and Laguna [7]. If the local search
runs into a local optimum, this solution is excluded for a given number of search
steps in the following, it is set tabu. To do so, it is necessary, that tours are
comparable, e.g. see if a solution is currently tabu. To do this in an e�cient way
only attributes of tours are stored in the tabu list. Due to the de�nition of the
MDVRPTW a customer i is only permitted to be delivered once by a vehicle.
Hence i appears only in exactly one route. As a result the best solution (local
optimum) distinguishes from the second best solution in exactly one route re-
garding the 2-opt Intra-Tour neighborhood. This means the route which belongs
to the route plan of the local optimum needs to be set tabu for a de�ned number
of iterations; in case of 2-opt Inter-Tour and λ-Interchange the route plan di�ers
in exactly two routes which need to be excluded then. However, the tabooing
also prevents the search to �nd other good solutions previously not known. This
is the reason for introducing an aspiration criteria [7] that is able to revoke (aspi-
rate) the tabu of a solution leading the search into a new optimum not known so
far (aspiration-by-improved-best). The search terminates if a de�ned number of
iterations is reached. The number of iterations is computed by the multiplication
of a constant factor with the instance size (number of customers). Although the
search will terminate after a de�ned number of unsuccessful iterations where no
better solution was found.

3.2 Repair mechanism in dynamic scenario

The route plans of the previous section was optimized on the given data of
existing customer and depot information. If the tours should be executed, typi-
cally changes will occur, as the environment is dynamic. In this section dynamic
changes of planning relevant information will be integrated to the existing route
plan during its execution. The dynamic events we regard in this work are listed
in section 2.2. To simplify the estimation of the vehicles location at each point
in time an event occurs, it is assumed that vehicles only revise their routes when
they arrive at the next customer. Thus a started trip to the next customer in
the route is not interrupted, even if this could be advantageous for the plan
repair. If and only if an event refers to a customer already supplied or which is
currently in service the updated information cannot be integrated and will be
discarded. A customer i gets the status "in service" when a vehicle is already
achieving the edge leading to i. Events that change the time window or the de-
mand of an existing customer will be simulated by �rst removing the customer
from the plan and then integrating the customer with the updated information.
The insertion will be done using the cheapest-insertion heuristics which checks
all possibilities to insert i, choosing the one with the lowest increasing penalty
P observing the time �ow. If there exists more the one possible insertion point,
the distance D is used as second parameter. The repair mechanism triggers a
real-time optimization procedure executed after every occurrence of an event;
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this procedure is initiated right after the event occurs and necessary repair has
been done, if so at all. The real-time optimization is realized with a combined
neighborhood search consisting of 2-opt Intra-Tour and 1-Interchange neighbor-
hood already presented in section 3.1. Here the search strategies are combined
using the best-�t method and the solutions for further iterations are selected by
steepest-descent strategy. In doing so the real-time optimization regards only the
customers of status not supplied. At this point meta-heuristics are not applied
because of performance reasons. The goal is to keep the reaction time as low as
possible to provide a route plan with updated information within a short time
frame.

4 Evaluation

The results in the static scenario are compared to the solutions from Cordeau
et al. [4]. Thereby it needs to be mentioned that Cordeau et al. respect an
additional restriction, the maximum route duration, which is omitted here. A c-
competitive analysis is examined for the evaluation of the results in the dynamic
scenario as no sources for results in dynamic MDVRPTW instances were found
in the literature. The c-competitive analysis indicates by parameter c the factor
a dynamic solution is worse in comparison to a static computation where all
events were known in advance. Note that the c-competitive analysis addresses
the average-case because the events are generated randomly. As described in
section 2 the solution quality is de�ned by vector R = (P,D). To simplify the
assignment of c the following formula is used to transform the solution vector R
to a simple term:

(P,D) =
(
P ·100
D

)
· P +D

Thus it is possible to integrate the penalty P weighted by the covered distance
of the route plan into the term of the formula mentioned above. If (Pdyn, Ddyn)
describes the result of a dynamic computation Rdyn and (Pstat, Dstat) the cor-
responding static result Rstat, c can be easily identi�ed by:

c = (Pdyn,Ddyn)
(Pstat,Dstat)

.

4.1 Results

All experiments were run on a Intel Core 2 Duo processor (E6850) with 4096K
cache size, 2 GB RAM and a frequency of 3.0 GHz in a Linux-based environment.
The results in the static scenario are in average about 4.24 % worse and need
four vehicles more per instance than the best-known solutions from Cordeau
et al. [4]. The results are shown in table 1. The best parameter con�guration
was identi�ed by experimental testing. The best solutions were reached with
2 · #customers iterations, 30 unsuccessful iterations, 10 diversi�cation moves
and a tabu length of 60 iterations.
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calculated RPD time
instance UTSA solution in % in sec.

pr01 1074.12 1089.58 1.42 82
pr02 1762.21 1864.92 5.51 310
pr03 2373.65 2556.38 7.15 1427
pr04 2852.29 2937.15 2.89 6872
pr05 3029.65 3102.74 2.36 10891
pr06 3627.18 3949.66 8.16 12975
pr07 1418.22 1466.98 3.32 229
pr08 2102.61 2296.53 8.44 957
pr09 2737.82 2859.04 4.24 7258
pr10 3505.27 3799.13 7.73 14318
pr11 1005.73 957.48 -5.04 57
pr12 1478.51 1544.18 4.25 509
pr13 2011.24 2131.85 5.66 2227
pr14 2202.08 2336.28 5.74 2661
pr15 2494.57 2737.75 8.88 5643
pr16 2901.02 3048.93 4.85 19844
pr17 1236.24 1201.73 -2.87 402
pr18 1792.61 1922.37 6.75 1806
pr19 2285.1 2401.71 4.86 3020
pr20 3079.16 3091.54 0.40 14111

Avg. 4.24 5279.95
Table 1. Calculated results vs. solutions from Cordeau et al. [4]

In particular on instances with a smaller number of customers the developed
approach is better compared to the solution from Cordeau et al. [4] because
the restriction of maximum tour durations are not regarded in our approach or
because a marginal higher number of used vehicles was used in the calculated
tours. The variation of approx. 8 % on a couple of instances can be explained
by the fact that the UTSA approach can use unfeasible solutions during the
search and thus can investigate a larger search space. Particularly the customers'
time window restrictions are responsible for the larger search space that can be
explored by the UTSA system compared to our approach.
The consequences of a dynamic environment was tested in di�erent scenarios,
with a varying number of events from 12 to 180. All results base on three test
runs per scenario. The averaged results are shown interpolated in �gure 3. It can
be easily seen that the solution quality expressed by factor c decreases with an
increasing number of dynamic events.

The response time for an event required a maximum of only 13 seconds on the
largest instances. This meets the requirement of short reaction time of dynamic
planning systems. As expected events that occur early during the plan execution
cause a higher response time, as the valid search space for new solutions is still
large. The response times decrease very quickly if the events occur in later phases
of plan execution. This issue is shown in �gure 4.
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Fig. 3. Results in dynamic scenario

Fig. 4. Reaction time frames on the four largest instances

It can be observed that the results of test runs with the same con�guration
of the event generator have a high deviation. This leads to the assumption that
the solution quality does not only depend on the number of events. Possibly
their appearance times have in�uence on the solution quality as the number of
feasible swap operations decreases for late occurring events as already shown in
�gure 4. To distinguish not only the set of events on the basis of its number
a degree of dynamism φmdvrptw according to the e�ective degree of dynamism
with time windows (EDODTW) from Larsen [10] is applied. The EDODTW
is de�ned on dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP)-instances where only
new customers are liable to a time window restriction but not the customers
known from the beginning. This makes a slight modi�cation of the EDODTW
formula necessary. Thereby de�nes nd the number of new customer requests.
The following formula makes sure that only the time window restriction of new
customers in the MDVRPTW in�uences φmdvrptw:

φmdvrptw =

nd∑
i=1

[T−(li−ti)]/T

nd
.
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To apply this formula here only the event "new customer" is considered. In
addition the event new customer can be generated in arbitrary time slices and
always a feasible event will be created. In contrast the e�ects of other events,
like the change of a customers demand gi or its time window information ei and
li, depends on the occurrence time of the event and the current route plan. The
event new customer can always be incorporated into an existing route plan.

Fig. 5. φmdvrptw in di�erent time intervals

As shown interpolated in �gure 5 φmdvrptw increases almost uniformly inde-
pendent from the number of events. Figure 6 represents the increase of factor c
in accordance to φmdvrptw and approves the assumption that both the number of
events and their appearance times summarized in φmdvrptw are in�uencing the
solution quality. Note that in cases of a minimum of ten new customers the so-
lution quality decreases at φmdvrptw > 0.55 substantially faster than in dynamic
scenarios with a lower φmdvrptw. However, the factor c has never exceeded 1.8 in
the experiments.

4.2 Discussion of further re�nements for the degree of dynamism

Unfortunately the presented de�nition for the degree of dynamism is limited only
to one event, namely adding a new customer. As presented above, this event is
one out of ten possible events in our model. Here we discuss possible extension for
the measurement of dynamism for MDVRPTW problems, which of course can
easily be transferred to other tour planning problems. In our discussion here we
focus on �ve events. We look at those events that can possibly lead to infeasible
plans or decrease the plan quality. Those events are:

1. Decrease of li
2. Increase of ei
3. Increase of distance dij
4. Increase of demand gi of customer i
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Fig. 6. Factor c according to φmdvrptw

5. New customer requests.

The other events cannot decrease plan quality. Nevertheless, if such an event
occurs, the existing routes might not be optimal anymore, but are still feasible.
In the following we do not regard these potentials for plan improvement as
reasons for replanning and limit the measurement of the degree of dynamism to
the aforementioned �ve events. The question how the remaining events can be
incorporated in the measurement of the degree of dynamism has to be subject
of further research.
Let Γ be the set of the regarded events. Then Γ is composed of the following
types of γ: It is always necessary to �nd the latest point in time pit when an
event has to be integrated into the route plan. pit can be calculated using a
function h regarding event γ with h (γ). The event type of γ is represented as
binary quintuple with γ = (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5): ci = 1 for event type i and cj = 0
∀ j 6= i. Thus the formula introduced in section 4.1 will be modi�ed as follows:

φmdvrptw =

∑
∀γ∈Γ

[T−(h(γ)−tγ)]/T

|Γ |

The function h (γ) examines whether or not an event γ ∈ Γ and thus should
take e�ect on φmdvrptw. In case of an event of type 1 (decrease of li to l

′
i, repre-

sented by γ = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)), l′i describes the desired point in time pit. In case of
an increasing ei to e

′
i causing a delay at one customer j that follows customer

i in this route lj has to be used. If the distance dij increases between two cus-
tomers i and j, the latest- time restriction lk of the �rst following customer k
in this route where the time window is missed. If there is an increase of gi, the
value pit is given by the departure time to the �rst following customer x in the
considered route whose demand gx cannot be satis�ed by the remaining goods
of the vehicle. pit in case of event type new customer request i remains li as
hitherto.
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Let us assume ai is the planned arrival time of the vehicle at customer i,
a route Tour represents an ordered list of customers, CAP is the capacity of
the vehicle used on the regarded route and ∆ describes the modi�cation of the
changed information ei, gi and dij to e

′
i, g
′
i and d

′
ij with∆ei = e′i−ei,∆gi = g′i−gi

and ∆dij = d′ij − dij . Then the function h (γ) can be de�ned as follows:

h (γ) =



li, if c1 = 1 ∧ ai > li

lj , if c2 = 1 ∧ ∃ min j ≥ i : aj +∆ei > lj

lk, if c3 = 1 ∧ ∃ min k > i : ak +∆dij > lk

ax − dx−1,x, if c4 = 1 ∧∆gi +
∑
∀j∈Tour gj > CAP :

x is �rst customer holds
x∑

k=n

gk > ∆gi

li, if c5 = 1
0, else

Of course, the formula holds only under the ceteris paribus assumption, that
is here that there exists no event in the future that changes parameters of that
formula. A criticism of this extension is the fact that the computation depends on
the route planning algorithm used, now. For the calculation of h (γ) information
about the current route plans are needed, like the sequence of customers in each
route and the planned arrival time at each customer. Thus the computation
of the degree of dynamism can hardly be done in analytic studies, moreover
simulation studies seem more appropriate.
Thus it is debatable if such an extension is reasonable. We are convinced that it
is, as it is a �rst step to broaden the �eld of dynamic tour planning towards more
realistic scenarios. For algorithm selection in dynamic planning environments it
is important to quantify the dynamism within di�erent applications, therefore
the extension of the degree of dynamism could be a reasonable way.

5 Summary and future work

In this article we have investigated the Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem
with Time Windows (MDVRPTW) in static and dynamic scenarios. Di�erent
existing adaptive neighborhood search strategies were combined and guided by a
tabu search to escape from local optima. As the presented approach only works
on feasible solutions the solution quality of the best-know solutions computed
by UTSA from Cordeau et al. [4] could not be reached. The results show an
averaged deviation of 4.24 % from the solutions on the MDVRPTW-instances
from Cordeau et al.

Our approach implements a repair mechanism and a real-time optimization,
thus we can incorporate dynamic changes of existing customer information, new
customer requests or cancellations. The results of these dynamic scenarios were
evaluated by a c-competitive analysis. The number of events in the experiments
varies from 12 to 180. This approach computes dynamic solutions that di�er to
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a static computation in a maximum factor of c < 1.8. Thereby the response time
is limited to only a few seconds. It was assumed that not only the number of
events but also their appearance time in�uences the solution quality. According
to Larsen [10] a degree of dynamism φmdvrptw was de�ned and factor c was
opposed to φmdvrptw. Further re�nements for the de�nition of the degree of
dynamism was presented.

To improve the solutions in a static scenario the neighborhood search could
also explore the neighborhoods of unfeasible solutions to probably �nd better
solutions. This extension is promising particularly for instances with small time
windows where only a few permutations of customers form a feasible solution.
The results for the dynamic scenarios could probably be improved if the real-
time optimization also uses meta-heuristics. However, it should be regarded that
the response time should be limited, this might be done by parallelization pro-
cedures.
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Motivation: tour planning

F i l iFor transportation planning
Transportation is an important issue in economics

For dynamics measurement in tour planning
Actual research focus: dynamic transportation planningy g
Various technologies have been proposed, like

centralized solutions, e.g. based on meta-heuristics
distributed artificial intelligence

…most of them claim to be fruitful in specific 
i tenvironments.

Performance comparison needs comparable:
i

3

scenarios 
and measureable dynamics



The MDVRPTW
We use classical tour planning problem theWe use classical tour planning problem the 
MDVRPTW
A customer i is represented as a quintupleA customer i is represented as a quintuple 
<idi ; gi; dsi; ei; li> with

fidi : identifies a customer i,
gi : describes the demand of the customer,
dsi : the needed service time of customer i,
ei : earliest arrival for service and
li : latest arrival for service

Evaluation: 

4

min. Lateness (soft time windows)
min travel distance



Solution Approach

Clustering of Customers to depots: here nearest 
neighborneighbor
Computation of an initial solution: Savings 
AlgorithmAlgorithm
Optimizing initial plan: Tabu-Search
Execution (simulation) of the plan, including 
plan repair
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Local Search Strategies
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Tabu-Search

Use all three neighborhods
Choose best non-tabu neighborChoose best non-tabu neighbor
Aspiration-if-best
Tour encoded as String for tabu-list
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A Case Study

Exemplary results: 
based on the problembased on the problem
instances of 
C d t l 2004Cordeau et al. 2004
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Possible dynamics

What can change?
demand of the customer (gi ) +/-demand of the customer (gi ) +/
earliest arrival for service (ei ) +/-
latest arrival for service (li ) +/-latest arrival for service (li ) +/-
Distance between two customer (dij ) +/-
New customers can occurNew customers can occur
Old customers can cancel their orders

Currently only new customers are assumed and 
d d i !
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measured as dynamics!



Possible dynamics: 
What should be measured?
The requirements for reactive planning are 
typically (see [Smith 1994] or [Sabuncuogl,Bayõz 2000)typically (see [Smith 1994] or [Sabuncuogl,Bayõz 2000) 

the plan should be feasible after plan repair
Plan changes should be minimalPlan changes should be minimal
the quality of the plan should stay on a similar level

All events can be grouped in two classes
Events that may lead to invalid plans
Events that generates potentials for plan improvement
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Plan Repair Strategy

Delete customer that have changed
Insert customer with updated info as newInsert customer with updated info as new 
customer into the plan
Realtime optimi ation (based onl on localRealtime optimization (based only on local 
search, 2-opt intra tour, and λ-Interchange)
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Existing measurements for dynamics

Degree of dynamism presented by [Larsen01]

Th ti t h t b i t t dThe time an event occur has to be integrated

C-competitive analysis : a technique comparing 
online and offline algorithms

12

online and offline algorithms



C-Competitive Analysis
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Reaction Time on Events
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Extending measurements for dynamics

Here: Only events that may lead to invalid plans
Th tThese events are:

Decrease of li  (c1)
Increase of ei (c2) 
Increase of distance dij (c3)
Increase of demand gi of customer I (c4)
New customer requests (c5)

We define an event vector                             , 
where ci is 1 if the event is of this type, 
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otherwise 0 



Extending measurements for dynamics

The formula of Larsen can now be extended to:

with h(γ) defined as 
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Extending measurements for dynamics

BUT: 
Now the DoD depends on the current plan and thusNow the DoD depends on the current plan, and thus 
on the quality of the algorithm.
The DoD can change during the execution as the g g
plan is adopted to events.

Offline DoD: Computed on the base of the 
initial planinitial plan.
Online DoD: Computed during the execution of 
the plan (incorporating events already occurred)

17

the plan (incorporating events already occurred)



A Case Study
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Conclusion & Discussion
A fi t t t d b d i d fA first step towards a broader view and measure of 
dynamics in tour planning.

Before 1 / 10 of all possible events was measuredBefore 1 / 10 of all possible events was measured
Now: 5/10 of all possible events was measured 

The computation of the extended DoD depends on theThe computation of the extended DoD depends on the 
planning algorithm.

As the extended DoD depends on the planning algorithm, 
we do need a reference algorithm for comparable results.
Should the events that offer potentials for plan 
improvements be incorporated in the DoD?
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The End

Thank you for your attention!

Questions?Questions?
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Abstract. The current paper gives an introduction in the problem of workforce 
management in retailing. An often implemented and effective practical solution for 
this problem is demand driven workforce management. To verify the effectiveness, 
some concrete examples are given. A process model with four phases will be 
explained, which is used in the ATOSS Retail Solution. 
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1 Introduction 

Retailing is very labour-intensive and one of the biggest industries in Germany [1]. At the 
same time this industry is apparently influenced by a huge stress of competition. There is 
a consolidation process and the number of companies at the market is continuous 
diminishing. On the other hand retailing is confronted with a decline of consumption 
budgets [2]. Job losses, increasingly assignment of marginal employees or the 
comprehensive enlargement of the sales area are some measures, which are not always 
successful [3]. Against this background, it is essential to provide solutions, which are 
demonstrable established. 
In the following section, the workforce management problem in retailing is described. 
Then the effects of a demand driven workforce management problem are explained and 
some practical results are given. Section four describes the process model for demand 
driven workforce management. The paper concludes with a short summary. 
 

2 The Workforce Management Problem in Retailing 

Increasingly price sensitive competition, decreasing sales profits, extended opening hours, 
high personnel costs. Most retail trade companies have already reduced staff numbers to a 
minimum and manpower can be more or less flexibly allocated. Despite this, it is often 
impossible to match up working times with the fluctuating staffing requirements. If the 



staffing requirements during the course of the day do not match up with the actual 
manpower available, the result is either lost sales revenues or expensive excess capacity. 
Both are extremely critical for the retail trade nowadays. Understaffing leads to 
insufficient service levels, which lowers customer satisfaction and results directly in lost 
sales revenues. Overstaffing, on the other hand, pushes personnel costs to critical heights. 
 

 

Fig. 1 Understaffing and overstaffing without demand driven workforce management 

 

3 The Solution – Effects of Demand Driven Workforce Management 

To solve the above described problem a demand driven workforce management is needed. 
It has two big effects, which will be explained in this section. 
According to current research employees spend 27 to 36% of their working time 
unproductively, depending on the branch [4]. It is working time in which the employees 
are present and being paid but are not making value-creating contribution. Major reasons 
include a lack of planning and controlling. The problem can be faced with efficient, 



demand driven workforce management so that a personnel costs cut by 2% on average is 
possible. 
Beside the reduction of personnel costs it is a key goal of demand driven workforce 
management to increase productivity and sales revenues. With higher sales revenues the 
proportion of personnel costs on the overall costs will be lower. This is one of the biggest 
effects of workforce management [5]. It is common, that the number of non-buyers is 
lower, if the customers are served. On average only every fifth customer will become a 
buyer – an enormous potential [6]. It is clear, that the degree of service must be much 
higher to develop this potential and to increase the sales revenues. Demand driven 
workforce management ensures that the right number of employees with the right skills is 
available at the right time with the right costs. 
The benefit of demand driven workforce management is considerable. Following are 
some examples of companies, which uses solutions of ATOSS Software AG. 
 
• Thalia Bücher AG: Hours of overtime could be reduced by 75% within seven months. 
• EDEKA Minden-Hannover Holding GmbH: Saving of 200.000 € per year by a 

reduction of errors in time management (2.500 employees) and a reduction of more than 
12.000 hours administrative activities per year. 

• Max Bahr Holzhandlung GmbH & Co. KG: Reduction of extra work from 50.000 to 
1.000 hours within one year. 

• Telefónica O2 Germany GmbH & Co. OHG: Reduction of overtime in the shops by 
more than 50% within 18 months. 

 

4 Four Phases for Demand Driven Workforce Management 

In this section the four phases for demand driven workforce management will be 
explained and some questions in this context are given. A similar process model can be 
found in [7]. The ATOSS Retail Solution includes the principles of the following four 
phases. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Four phases of demand driven workforce management 
 

Phase 1: Staffing demand forecasts 
It is essential to forecast the fluctuating staffing requirements as accurately as possible. 
Merely monitoring the development of sales revenues simply does not suffice. All the 
other relevant demand drivers have to be taken into consideration, depending on the 



specific retail format and how much time is taken up advising customers. Integrated 
solutions incorporate customer traffic figures, specific events, weather forecasts and 
promotional sales as planning criteria. In stores, detailing down to the level of 
departments and product groups is required. By determining personnel requirements, 
demand fluctuations on a seasonal, monthly, weekly or even daily basis can be recognised 
and taken into consideration in personnel deployment. Sophisticated forecast models 
allow the differentiated control of the forecast functions. On this basis, cost-efficient 
personnel deployment tailored to meet the requirements in the best possible way can be 
successively approached. 
 
• How many employees with what skills are needed when and where? 
• What information is needed to optimally forecast staffing requirements: cash register 

data, customer counting systems, weather forecasts, specific events or service times? 
• What is the basis for determining minimum and optimum staffing levels? 
• What are the best productivity/performance indicators for individual stores and area, e.g. 

sales per hour or sales per employee? 
 

Phase 2: Designing flexible working time models 
Demand driven workforce management requires very flexible working time models. 
Allowing for all aspects of the labour law and work ergonomics, the rigid availability of 
personnel resources can be broken down and adjusted to an optimum equivalent of the 
actual requirements. Over- and understaffing is minimised and costs are reduced. The best 
staffing demand forecast is useless without this flexibility, because employees must work 
the whole week in fix shifts regardless of altering demand. 
 
• What are the working hours that are needed to cover extended opening hours and 

fluctuating demand levels in a demand-driven way? 
• Can seasonal peaks and promotional sales be well staffed with minimal impact on costs? 
• What room to manoeuvre do tariff agreements and legal frameworks offer? 
• How can working time models be generated in line with employee availability? 
 

Phase 3: Workforce scheduling 
Workforce scheduling is very complex – especially when it is done manually. The planner 
must take a lot of constraints and information into account. Nowadays EXCEL and a lot 
of paper are the most common planning tools [8]. It should be clear, that the planner is not 
able to create a cost-optimised plan for 40 employees or more, which does not violate any 
hard constraints. Therefore it should be possible to generate a schedule automatically. 
This is a key function of demand driven workforce management – owing to a great 
number of control mechanisms and possible additional manual corrections, the 
identification of an optimum personnel deployment is possible in a swift and efficient 
way, even with frequently changing requirements. 



The daily schedule is the basis for intraday planning designed to cover the requirements in 
an optimum way. Depending on the demand, in Retailing employees must often change 
their workplace during the day. Rest periods and breaks are also planned (often only the 
duration of breaks are planned – not their beginning and end). 
 
• What does cost-optimised employee scheduling at the store and department level look 

like? 
• Are employees scheduled to work consistently and fair-mindedly? 
• Is it possible to include time off in the current planning process? 
• Who can replace employees in case of vacation or sickness? Are the chosen employees 

adequately qualified, available and legally authorised? 
• Is it possible to make long-term forecasts during the planning phase to see how 

employees‘ entitlement to time off or their overtime claims are developing, e.g. for the 
purposes of making provisions? 

 
Phase 4: Working time management 
The creation of the workforce schedule is not the last step. During the day a lot of 
unexpected reassignments must be done. For fast and accurate decisions it is necessary to 
combine workforce management and working time management in one system, so that 
deviations are visible immediately. In this way, all influences and their tangible and long-
term effects can be optimally taken into account. 
 
• Are all employees actually present as scheduled? 
• What are the options for reacting to scheduled employees’ absences at short notice? 
• How high are the overtime, absence or employee productivity levels in different 

departments/stores in direct comparison? 
• What extra pay has to be made available to cover extended opening hours? 
• Is the retail-relevant pay rate data collected automatically? 
• What is the status of the working time accounts in the different departments in direct 

comparison? 
 

5 Conclusion 

The problem of workforce management in retailing was shown in section one. A 
successful solution for this problem is demand driven workforce management to reduce 
the personnel costs and to increase productivity and sales revenues. In this context some 
results on practical examples were demonstrated. These effects could be realised by using 
the principles of the four phases for demand driven workforce management. 
As shown before, EXCEL and a lot of paper are still the most common tools for 
workforce management. The market for software solutions in demand driven workforce 
management has a huge potential. Datamonitor, IDC and AMR prognosticate a market 
growth of around 8-10% in the next years. 
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2 ATOSS Retail Solution – Demand Driven Workforce Management

New Projects in the Retail Sector in 2006 and 2007

EDEKA N, SB, SW 9.500 employees area 2-4

Appelrath-Cüpper 1.200 employees 13 stores

T-Punkt 4.500 employees 480 stores

Dodenhof 3.500 employees 2 stores

K&L Ruppert 2.000 employees 50 stores

Jibi 2.300 employees 100 stores

Mister-Lady-Jeans > 150 stores

Strauss Innovation 2.500 employees > 100 stores

EDEKA Rhein-Ruhr 2.000 employees area 5

Benetton 900 employees 80 stores

SportScheck 1.200 employees 20 stores

AVIS Autovermietung 1.400 employees 340 stores

Orell Füssli Buchhandlung 700 employees 12 stores

Conrad Electronics 2.500 employees 27 stores

2
0
0
6

2
0
0
7

http://www.t-punkt.de/index.htm
http://www.kl-ruppert.com/kl_ruppert/index.html
http://www.strauss-innovation.de/opencms/opencms/Strauss/strauss/index.html
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Higher Service Level leads to Sustainable 
Sales Success

empiric survey: 2000 monitorings in the retail trade in 2004
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Understaffing and Overstaffing without 
Demand Driven Workforce Management

Overstaffing

Understaffing

H
o
u
rs

 w
o
rk

ed

Loss sales revenues

Personnel Hours

Time elapsed

Excessive 
personnel 

costs

Requirement

Excessive 
personnel 

costs

Loss sales revenues
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Flexible Working Time Models
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Top-Down-Planning:
Personnel Costs Budget
Profit Targets 

Bottom-Up-Planning:
Needs-drivers 
- Profit
- Sales Slip Data
- Promotional Sales 
- Customer Frequencies
- Delivery Data
- Call-Data

Further Indicators:
- Weather data
- Events
- Forecasts

Activities:
Goods receipts
etc.

Personnel Demand Personnel Availability

Tariffs
Employer/Workers Council 
Agreements
Statutory Specifications Level of flexible  

Working Time Models
Personnel Structure
(e. g. full-time, part-time, 
Mini-Jobs)
Attendance and 
Absence 
Qualifications
Free time entitlements 
(time balances)
Overtime assessment
Time recording
Access Control

Employment Law Conditions

3 Set Screws for Optimized Workforce Deployment
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Benefits of demand driven workforce management

Saving of 200.000 € per year by a reduction of 
errors in time management (2.500 employees)

A reduction of more than 12.000 hours 
administrative activities per year.

Hours of overtime could be reduced by 75% 
within seven months.

Reduction of extra work from 50.000 to 
1.000 hours within one year.

Reduction of overtime in the shops by more 
than 50% within 18 months.

http://www.thalia.ch/shop/jae_start_startseite/show/


Thank you for your attention! 
maik.guenther@atoss.com



Competitive Adversarial Planning via One-Sided Symbolic 
Classification of Two-Player General Games 

 

Stefan Edelkamp and Peter Kissmann 

Universität Dortmund 
 
 
In contrast to classical planning, in adversarial planning, the planning agent has to 
face an adversary trying to prevent him from reaching his goals. We consider discrete 
adversarial planning problems under full observability with alternating turns. 
In our approach, the problems are converted to a PDDL-like problem description that 
we use for general game playing. Applying current planning technology we infer a 
concise state vector. First results suggest that in certain planning domains, our 
approach yields results competitive with the state of the art. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

External-Memory Model Checking on the GPU 
 
 

Stefan Edelkamp and Damian Sulewski 

Universität Dortmund 
 
 
In this paper we attack large-scale model checking by including processing power 
from the graphics processing unit (GPU). For disk-based state space graph search, 
the delayed elimination of duplicates is the performance bottleneck as it amounts to 
sorting and scanning state sets.  
We apply parallel programming in the GPUs to improve it, experimenting with the 
extension of two different GPU sorting methods for floating-point data. Moreover, we 
indicate how to port the expansion of state sets to the GPU, thus vector-parallelizing 
the entire model checking process. 



Fuzzy Scheduling and Fuzzy Reactive Scheduling 

Jürgen Sauer, Jun Huang, Ling Zou, Angelo Maron 
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Uhlhornsweg 84, 26129 Oldenburg 
juergen.sauer@uni-oldenburg.de 

 

Abstract 

In diesem Beitrag werden die Möglichkeiten des Einsatzes von Fuzzy-Logik zur Lösung von 
Problemen der prädiktiven wie auch der reaktiven Ablaufplanung untersucht. Zum einen wird dabei ein 
besonderes Gewicht auf die Betrachtung von Präferenzen z.B. der Nutzer für bestimmte 
Herstellvarianten gelegt. Dies ist dadurch motiviert, dass für viele Produktionsprozesse, vor allem in 
der chemischen Industrie und in der Massenproduktion von variantenreichen Konsumgütern (mass 
customization), meist alternative Produktionswege zur Verfügung stehen, sei es zum Beispiel durch 
eine Produktion in einer räumlich getrennten Umgebung oder durch die Möglichkeit der Nutzung von 
alternativen Ressourcen (Maschinen) für einzelne Produktionsschritte. Zum einen ergeben sich 
dadurch schnell eine Fülle alternativer Produktionsmöglichkeiten, die bei der Einplanung eines 
Auftrags genutzt werden können, zum anderen ist es aber in der Regel so, dass nicht alle Variationen 
gleich günstig sind, was meist durch Präferenzen der Ausführenden deutlich gemacht wird. Klassische 
Suchverfahren, die das Planungsproblem als Optimierungsproblem bezüglich zeitlicher Kriterien zu 
lösen versuchen, berücksichtigen diese Präferenzen in der Regel aber nicht. Daher ist es sinnvoll eine 
Repräsentationsmöglichkeit für dieses ungenaue Erfahrungswissen anzubieten, die entsprechend in 
der Lösungssuche genutzt wird. Auf der anderen Seite ist bei der reaktiven Planung die geeignete 
Reaktion auf die aufgetretenen Ereignisse, die zur Störung des existierenden Plans führten, im Fokus. 
Hier wird untersucht, wie Ereignisse klassifiziert und dann mit Hilfe von Fuzzy-Mengen und –Regeln 
abgearbeitet werden können. Hierbei wird es besonders wichtig zu ermitteln, welche Aufträge am 
besten geeignet sind, um bei der reaktiven Planung manipuliert zu werden. 
Fuzzy-basierte Verfahren sind besonders geeignet, das hier verwendete Wissen darzustellen und zu 
verarbeiten. Verschiedene Ansätze wurden bereits vorgestellt, so z.B. um ungenaue oder kumulierte 
Angaben in der globalen Ablaufplanung verarbeiten zu können. Ein besonderes Merkmal der 
Verfahren ist die Verwendung von linguistischen Variablen, die dazu geeignet sind, mehrwertige 
natürlichsprachliche Konzepte wie z.B. „viel, mittel, wenig“ darzustellen und zu verarbeiten. Hier wird 
zum einen ein Ansatz vorgestellt, bei dem die durch linguistische Variablen dargestellten Präferenzen 
für unterschiedliche Auswahlalternativen in einem Planungsverfahren verwendet werden, um diese 
Benutzerpräferenzen im Plan zu berücksichtigen. Als zweiter Ansatz wird eine Möglichkeit der 
reaktiven Planung mit Hilfe von Fuzzy-Mengen vorgestellt, bei dem die 
Planmanipulationsmöglichkeiten über linguistische Variablen und Regeln bewertet werden. 
Beide Ansätze werden kurz skizziert und jeweils erste Testergebnissen vorgestellt.  
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Übersicht

• Anwendungsszenario

• Fuzzy-basiertes Scheduling
• Modellierung, Algorithmus, Ergebnisse

• Fuzzy-basiertes Rescheduling
• Modellierung, Algorithmus, Ergebnisse

• Zusammenfassung
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Anwendungsszenario
Variantenreiche Produktion

Variantenreiche Produktion meint

• Produkte können auf verschiedene Arten hergestellt werden 

(Herstellungsvarianten)

• Produkte haben Merkmale, die unterschiedlich ausgeprägt 

sein können und in unterschiedlichen Prozessen hergestellt 

werden (Produktvarianten)

Beispiele:

• Chemische Industrie

• Automobilindustrie

• Multi-Site Produktion

© Jürgen Sauer, Universität Oldenburg 4

Variantenreiche Produktion

Herstellvarianten in der chemischen Industrie

Multipurpose Apparaturen 

erlauben unterschiedliche 

Prozessabläufe zur 

Herstellung des gleichen 

Produkts
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Herstellvarianten in der chemischen Industrie

Multipurpose Apparaturen 

erlauben unterschiedliche 

Prozessabläufe zur 

Herstellung des gleichen 

Produkts
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Herstellvarianten in der chemischen Industrie
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Modellierung der Herstellvarianten
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Modellierung der Herstellvarianten
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Modellierung des 
Planungsproblems

Konjunktiv/ disjunktive Verknüpfung von
• Aufträgen zur Herstellung von Produkten mit
• Herstellbeschreibung der Produkte und
• Zeitangaben
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Modellierung des Planungsproblems

• Aufträge zur Herstellung von Produkten
• Herstellbeschreibung von Produkten
• genutzte Ressourcen

zusätzlich
• Hard Constraints Restriktionen, die beachtet werden müssen
• Soft Constraints Bedingungen, die beachtet werden sollten
• Zielfunktionen zum Vergleich/ zur Bewertung von Plänen
• Ereignisse auf die reagiert werden muss (dynamische Welt)
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Variantenreiche Produktion

Lösung des Planungsproblems

...

... ...

... ... ...
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Ablaufplan: Lösung im Und/ Oder-Baum (blaue Knoten)
• gültig: Einhaltung aller Hard Constraints
• konsistent: gültig und möglichst gute Berücksichtigung der Soft Constraints
• optimal: optimiert Bewertungsfunktion
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Fuzzy-Scheduling

Nutzung von Fuzzy-Logik für Scheduling Aufgaben

Unterschiedliche Aspekte von Planungsproblemen wurden bereits 
mit Fuzzy-Scheduling Ansätzen bearbeitet, u.a.

• ungenaue Ausführungszeiten von Aktionen
• ungenau spezifizierte Fertigstellungstermine (Due Dates)
• Vorrangrelationen für nacheinander auszuführende Aktionen
• Fuzzy-Bewertungskriterien
• kumulierte Informationen in der globalen Planung

hier: Präferenzen für alternative Bearbeitungsmöglichkeiten
und: Auswahl von Ereignisreihenfolgen und Aufträgen
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Scheduling mit Präferenzen

Aussagen der Form
• Variante 1 ist besser geeignet als Variante 2
• die alternativen Ressourcen sollten in der Reihenfolge 2.20, 

2.30 und 2.40 probiert werden
müssen abgebildet und berücksichtigt werden

Lösungsansätze
- fest in Algorithmus kodiert (was passiert bei Änderung?)
- Regelbasiert 

- Fuzzy-Mengen/ -Regeln, 
um sprachliche Konzepte wie „gut“, „besser“, „am besten“
geeignet abbilden und verarbeiten zu können

© Jürgen Sauer, Universität Oldenburg 14

Präferenzen in Fuzzy-Logik

Fuzzy-Logik
• Bietet Modellierung ungenauer Konzepte über linguistische 

Variable (graduelle Zugehörigkeit eines Eingabewertes zu einer 
Fuzzy-Menge)

• Bsp. Variante 0 hat höchste Priorität (0 Punkte)  
Variante 1 hat mittlere Priorität  (10 Punkte) 
Variante 2 hat niedrige Priorität (20 Punkte) 
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Fuzzy-Regeln

Fuzzy-Logik bietet regelbasierte Verarbeitung der Konzepte zu 
(ungenauen) Lösungen (über Fuzzy-Regeln)
• schwierige Aufträge zuerst:

IF variantecount IS less AND machinecount IS less
AND flex-time IS low THEN importance IS high;
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Lösungsansatz: Fuzzy-Regler

Implementierung meist als Fuzzy Regler
- in Java existieren bereits Packages dafür

Fuzzifizierung De-Fuzzifizierung

Regelinterpreter: 
Regelauswahl und 

-anwendung

Definition der Fuzzymengen
Fuzzy-Regelbasis

Input Output
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Scheduling mit Präferenzen

Problemstellung
• Exponentieller Problemraum
• nicht alle Lösungen sind gleich „gut“
• klassische Bewertungsfunktionen sind „nur“ zeit- oder kostenbezogen

• insbesondere: 
es gibt Präferenzen von Nutzern für bestimmte Abläufe, da z.B.

- genau bekannt (Personal vertraut)
- kurze Vorbereitungswege
- günstige Verbindungen
- „immer so gemacht“

Nutzung dieser Präferenzen

Erfahrungswissen
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Modellierung der Präferenzen

Bewertung der Präferenzen
• Idee: Rangfolge durch Benutzer und Vergabe von Strafpunkten
• höchste Priorität wenigste Strafpunkte
• kann zur Auswahl von Varianten und alternativen Ressourcen 
genutzt werden

Bsp.: Priorität 0 0 Punkte
Priorität 1 10 Punkte 
usw.

• und auch zur Bewertung der Gesamtlösung (des Plans): 
Summe über alle Strafpunkte

)(
11
∑∑
==

+=
m

j
ij

n

i
i trafpunkteMaschinenStrafpunkteVariantenSfpunkteGesamtstra
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Fuzzy-Modellierung

Weitere verwendete Fuzzy-Mengen
Ziele: schwierige Aufträge zuerst (Aufträge mit wenig Alternativen)
• machinecount: bewertet Anzahl alternativer Ressourcen
• variantcount: bewertet Anzahl alternativer Varianten
• flextime: bewertet Slack des Auftrags

• importance: stellt das Ergebnis
(Wichtigkeit eines Auftrags) dar
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Fuzzy-Modellierung

Weitere verwendete Fuzzy-Mengen
Ziele: präferierte Varianten und alternative Ressourcen zuerst

wenn sie verfügbar sind und nicht zu stark nachgefragt
dynamische Ermittlung der Wertebereiche nötig

• preference: bewertet Präferenz des Nutzers
• is_busy: bewertet Auslastung einer Ressource
• occurance: bewertet Nachfrage

nach einer Ressource

• importance: stellt das Ergebnis
(Wichtigkeit einer Ressource) dar
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Fuzzy-Regeln

Fuzzy-Logik bietet regelbasierte Verarbeitung der Konzepte zu 
(ungenauen) Lösungen (über Fuzzy-Regeln)
• schwierige Aufträge zuerst:

IF variantecount IS less AND machinecount IS less
AND flex-time IS low THEN importance IS high;
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Fuzzy-Regeln

Beispiele weiterer Fuzzy-Regeln

• weniger schwierige Aufträge später:
IF variantecount IS many AND machinecount IS many
AND flex-time IS low THEN importance IS middlehigh;
(insgesamt 27 Regeln möglich)

• präferierte Ressourcen zuerst:
IF is_busy IS low AND preference IS high
THEN importance IS high;

© Jürgen Sauer, Universität Oldenburg 23

Lösungsansatz: Algorithmisch

Lösungsansatz
- Integration von Fuzzy-Regeln (-Reglern) in ein heuristisches Verfahren
- Realisierung als Web-Service, um vielfache Nutzung zu unterstützen

Heuristisches Verfahren und Erweiterung

while Aufträge zu planen do
wähle Auftrag (FIFO); Fuzzy-Regler 1
wähle Variante (FIFO); Fuzzy-Regler 2
while Operationen zu planen do

wähle Operation (FIFO);
wähle Ressource (FIFO); Fuzzy-Regler 3
wähle Intervall (First Fit);
einplanen;

end while
end while

© Jürgen Sauer, Universität Oldenburg 24

Lösungsansatz: Fuzzy-Regler

Aufbau eines Reglers

Gestaltung der Regler

Fuzzy-Regler 1: variantcount, machinecount, flextime, importance mit 
zugehörigen Regeln

Fuzzy-Regler 2: preference, is_busy, importance mit zugehörigen Regeln
Fuzzy-Regler 3: preference, is_busy, occurance, importance mit 

zugehörigen Regeln

Alternative Fuzzymengen und Regelmengen für andere Zielfunktionen 
möglich

Fuzzifizierung De-
Fuzzifizierung

Regelinterpreter: 
Regelauswahl und 

-anwendung

Definition der Fuzzymengen
Fuzzy-Regelbasis

Input Output
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Erste Ergebnisse

Vergleich mit anderen Verfahren
• einfaches heuristisches Verfahren (ohne die Fuzzy-Regler)
• Meta-Heuristiken 

Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, Threshold Acceptance, 
Sintflutalgorithmus): Nachbarschaftssuche über alternative 
Ressourcen, Varianten und zeitliche Verschiebungen)

• Zielfunktionen
zeitbezogen: Lateness
für Präferenzen: Summe Strafpunkte

• führt zu zwei Fuzzy-Regelmengen: für Präferenzen und für lateness
• Testdaten

abgeleitet aus chemischer Produktion
50 Produkte mit bis zu 3 Varianten und 8 alternativen Ressourcen
Auftragsmengen zu 10, 20, 30 40, 50 Aufträgen

1[15 12 10]305

1[18 19 21 8 9]205

1[10 12 15 4]105

DRessOpVP
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Erste Ergebnisse

Jeweils beste Werte von 15 Durchläufen bei SA, TA, GD, TS

13100306FuzzyPrio

14490298FuzzyLT

12150290TS

14110290GD

13810290TA

12840290SA

14370327FIFO

StrafpunkteLateness10 Aufträge

565602803FuzzyPrio

600102315FuzzyLT

570702300TS

577302375GD

608002257TA

612802283SA

734202800FIFO

StrafpunkteLateness30 Aufträge

9586012201FuzzyPrio

1143706918FuzzyLT

1187906811TS

1138607387GD

1114307035TA

1111906961SA

1261708065FIFO

StrafpunkteLateness54 Aufträge

Laufzeiten ca.
1 sec (FIFO)
10 sec (FUZZY)
400 sec (SA, TA, GD, TS)
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Fuzzy Rescheduling

Erweiterte Fragestellung

• auf welche Ereignisse muss wie reagiert werden
• zusätzliche Bedingungen (Soft-Constraints)

• möglichst viel vom bestehenden Plan erhalten
• nicht schlechter werden
• möglichst schnell reagieren

• Zielfunktionen
• zeitbezogen: Lateness
• für Präferenzen: Summe Strafpunkte
• möglichst wenig verändern
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Fuzzy Rescheduling

Lösungsansatz

• Ereignisse klassifizieren
1. Ereignisse auf die direkt reagiert werden muss
2. Ereignisse, die bzgl. nötiger Reaktion bewertet werden müssen 

mit Fuzzy-Mengen modellieren und mit Fuzzy-Regeln
verarbeiten, u.a. durch

• Zustandsbewertung (Beurteilung des Plans)
– Bewertung von ungenauen Daten und nicht genau spezifizierten 

Zusammenhängen
– Auftritt mehrerer Ereignisse mit Folgeereignissen: welche sollte als 

erstes behandelt werden ?
– Neueinplanung von Aufträgen: welche Aufträge bleiben im Plan, 

welche Aufträge werden ausgeplant ?
– Ansatz: Fuzzy Logik
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Ereignisse

• E1 Neuer Auftrag 
• E2 Auftrag löschen.
• E3 Änderung der Startzeit
• E4 Änderung der Endzeit
• E5 Änderung Auftragsmenge 
• E6 Änderung Priorität 
• E7 Störung, Reparatur, Wartung, Rückmeldung
• E8 Änderung von Produktdaten
• E9 Änderung der Produktvariante
• E10 Änderung der Maschinenintensität
• E11 Ressource hinzugefügt
• E12 Ressource entfernen 
• E13 Schichtzahl ändern 
• E14 Auswärtsfertigung 
• E15 Auftrag splitten
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Ereignisklassifizierung

(E1)Ereignis ist ein neuer Auftrag und hat mehrere 
Folgereaktionen

K5

(E3), (E4), (E5), 
(E8), (E10), 
(E13)

Ereignis führt entweder zur direkten 
Ausplanung oder nur zur Datenveränderung

K4

(E6)Ereignis führt nur zu Datenveränderung, hat 
keine direkten Folgen

K3

(E2), (E7), (E8), 
(E12)

Ereignis führt zur direkten Ausplanung, 
erschafft damit Platz und erzeugt neue 
Ereignisse

K2

(E11), (E14)Ereignis führt zur direkten PlatzschaffungK1

5 Ereignisklassen(K1 - K5), Aufteilung nach Reaktionsmustern (Bsp.: K1 = 
direkte Platzschaffung), Priorisierung: K1 bis K5
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Prinzip des Algorithmus

• 2. Schritt: Reaktionsauswahl:
– ohne Fuzzy-Analyse (Bsp.: Auftrag löschen)
– mit Fuzzy-Analyse

• Auftrag in bestehenden Plan neu einordnen
• Beurteilung der aktuellen Situation
• Auftragsbewertung: Welcher Auftrag ist wichtiger, welcher Auftrag ist 

besser ausplanbar bzw. besser wieder einplanbar?
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Auftragsbewertung

V1 – Verspätung: Die aktuelle Verspätung des Auftrages
1 == sehr hoch , 2 == hoch , 3 == keine

V2 – Priorität: Die Priorität des Auftrages
1 == hoch, 2 == normal , 3 == niedrig

V3 – Dringlichkeit: Die Dringlichkeit des Auftrages - Zeit bis Endzeit
1 == hoch, 2 == normal , 3 == niedrig

V4 – Planungspuffer: Zeitdifferenz die noch zum Einplanen vorhanden
1 == hoch, 2 == normal , 3 == niedrig

V5 – Varianz: Anzahl der Varianten 
1 == hoch, 2 == normal , 3 == niedrig

V6 – Komplexität: Anzahl der benötigten Schritte
1 == niedrig, 2 == normal , 3 == hoch

V7 – Pensum: Anzahl der möglichen Maschinen (zur Auswahl)
1 == hoch, 2 == normal , 3 == niedrig

V8 - Anzahl ausgeplant: Wie oft schon ausgeplant?
1 == keine , 2 == niedrig, 3 == normal , 4 == hoch
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Auftragsbewertung

O1 – Wichtigkeit: Wichtigkeit der Durchführung des Auftrages - wenn sehr 
wichtig, nicht ausplanbar
1 == sehr hoch, 2 == hoch, 3 == normal , 4 == wenig , 5 == sehr wenig

O2 – Ausplanbarkeit: Wie gut lässt sich ein Auftrag ausplanen, d.h. wie gut 
wieder einzuordnen
1 == sehr gut , 2 == gut , 3 == normal , 4 == schlecht , 5 == sehr schlecht
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Auftragsbewertung: Regeln
O1 – Wichtigkeit
(nutzt V1-V3):

(1, 1, x) => 1
(1, 2, x) => 1
(1, 3, x) => 1
(2, 1, x) => 2
(2, 2, x) => 2
(2, 3, x) => 2
(3, 1, 1) => 2
(3, 2, 1) => 3
(3, 3, 1) => 3
(3, 1, 2) => 3
(3, 2, 2) => 3
(3, 3, 2) => 4
(3, 1, 3) => 4
(3, 2, 3) => 5
(3, 3, 3) => 5

O2 – Planbarkeit
(nutzt V4-V8): (V4, (V5+V6+V7), V8) => O2

(1, (3 oder 4 oder 5) , (1 oder 2) ) => 1
(1, (3 oder 4 oder 5) , (3 oder 4) ) => 2
(1, (6 oder 7) , (1 oder 2) ) => 2
(1, (6 oder 7) , (3 oder 4) ) => 3
(1, (8 oder 9) , (1 oder 2) ) => 3
(1, (8 oder 9) , (3 oder 4) ) => 4
(2, (3 oder 4 oder 5) , (1 oder 2) ) => 2
(2, (3 oder 4 oder 5) , (3 oder 4) ) => 3
(2, (6 oder 7) , (1 oder 2) ) => 3
(2, (6 oder 7) , (3 oder 4) ) => 4
(2, (8 oder 9) , (1 oder 2) ) => 4
(2, (8 oder 9) , (3 oder 4) ) => 5
…
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Herleitung des Algorithmus(3/3)
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Erste Ergebnisse

• Testszenarien
– Macht der Algorithmus was er soll und reagiert auf bestimmte 

Ereignisse in beliebiger Reihenfolge wie angedacht? 
(Anwendungsszenario)

– Führt der Algorithmus zu einem mindestens gleich guten Ergebnis 
wie ein ähnlicher Algorithmus ? (Vergleichsszenario)
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Ergebnis

• Vergleichsszenario
– Kleine Ereignismenge von drei „neuen Aufträgen“ zum gleichen Zeitpunkt.
– Vergleich zwischen dem Algorithmus und einem Algorithmus, der den Plan 

bei Auftritt von Ereignissen ab diesem Zeitpunkt komplett neu plant. 
– In Zahlen (Planbewertung mit Total Lateness):

• Start: 297,00 (35,75)
• Neuplanung: 437,00 (33,62)
• Algorithmus: 401,00 (30,85)
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Zusammenfassung

• Fuzzy-Systeme gut geeignet für adäquate Modellierung 
von ungenauen Aussagen, wie sie bei Planungsaufgaben 
häufig vorkommen, speziell für Präferenzen

• Forschungsbedarf
- welche Präferenzen nutzen
- wie gewinnt man Präferenzen
- dynamische Erzeugung und flexible Nutzung von 
Fuzzy-Mengen und -Regeln
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Vielen Dank

Fragen ?



Konsistente Modellierung von Planungswissen

Bernd Schattenberg, Susanne Biundo, and Julien Bidot
Institute for Artificial Intelligence, Ulm University, Germany

Formal fundierte hybride Planungsmodelle und Problemspezifikationen bieten dem Modellierer
die Möglichkeit, Wissen über den Anwendungsbereich auf deklarative Weise sowohl unter dem
zustandsorientierten Gesichtspunkt der atomarer Aktionsschemata als auch aus der prozedu-
ralen Perspektive der Dekompositionsmethoden heraus zu spezifizieren [BS01, SB02]. Beide
Modellierungsparadigmen stellen bereits für sich genommen relativ hohe Anforderungen an
den Anwender in Bezug auf Modellierungssorgfalt und -disziplin, weil zahlreiche Konsistenzkri-
terien zu beachten sind. Dies beginnt bei einfachen syntaktischen Vorgaben wie validen Quer-
bezügen innerhalb der Modelle und führt über die Einhaltung von Relations- und Aktionssignaturen bis hin zu
komplexen semantischen Anforderungen wie der Erfüllbarkeit von Aktionsvorbedingungen oder der Frage, ob
eine spezifizierte Dekompositionsmethode eine abstrakte Aktion implementiert.

Neben den “harten” Konsistenzkriterien gibt es aber auch eine Reihe von Anhaltspunkten, die die Plausibilität
eines Modells oder einer Problemdefinition beschreiben. Insbesondere bei größeren Projekten kann ein Model-
lierer die Übersicht verlieren und deshalb vergessen, bestimmte Aspekte des Modells adäquat einzubeziehen,
wie beispielsweise Relationsdefinitionen in Aktionseffekten und Ähnliches. Gleiches gilt für die Beschreibung
der Planungsprobleme; hier lassen sich in der Praxis Anzeichen ableiten, die auf ein Übersehen relevanter
Merkmale in der initialen Zustandsbeschreibung hindeuten.

Die Präsentation führt am Beispiel der Katastropheneinsatzplanung ein Modellierungswerkzeug vor, das einen
Domänenspezialisten bei der Erstellung und Pflege von konsistenten Domänenmodellen und Spezifikationen
von Planungsproblem unterstützt.
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Domain Models for Hybrid Planning

• Hybrid planning integrates POCL and HTN planning paradigm

• Hybrid planning involves

• Reasoning about preconditions and effects:
establishing and protecting causality

• Implementing abstract tasks: developing concrete plans

• Declarative specification of knowledge about application domain

• State-based perspective:  atomic task schemata

• Procedure-based perspective: decomposition methods

• Model consistency is a key issue

• Model plausibility should be addressed: model „quality“



The Modelling Environment

Support for basic 
syntax and validity 

(DTD)



The Modelling Environment

Project Main Editor View Overview

Messages



Sorts, Relations, and Functions

• Approach is based on many-sorted first-order logic

• Subsort relationships induce sort hierarchy

• Relation and function symbols

• Sort-indexed: signature

• Rigid symbols are state-invariant

• Interpretation of flexible symbols may change
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R

t
S1 S2

S

Task Schemata

• Complex and primitive task schemata carry preconditions and effects
( t(v1, ... , vk), pre, post )

• Parameter sorts S1, ..., Sk correspond to signature of symbol t

• pre and post are wff (sort hierarchy), using variables in v1, ... , vk

• post includes flexible symbols only

• Non-contradictory formulae pre and post 

• Plausibility: parameters should occur in preconditions or effects

• Plausibility: preconditions and effects 
should cover all sorts



A Motivating Example for Adequate Tool Support
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Decomposition Methods

• Methods relate complex tasks with implementing task networks (plans)
( t,  ( TE, <, VC, CL ) )

• At least one method for each complex task

• < acyclic and consistent with CL 

• CL consistent with TE and VC

• VC consistent

• Method implements t

t
t1

t2

t3

t4
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A Motivating Example for Adequate Tool Support
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Keeping task and sort hierarchy coherent
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Planning Problems

• Hybrid planning problems: 

• Initial state

• Initial task network (plan)

• Goal state

• Consistency issues correspond to domain model consistency

• Plausibility: closed world assumption becomes tricky for large state 
descriptions



Conclusions and Outlook

• Domain model consistency is an important, however neglected issue

• Consistency checks have been seamlessly integrated into a modeling tool

• Checking models during construction

• Verifying hand-written models 

• Plausibility checks help to improve model quality

• Many open issues:

• Some consistency aspects hard/impossible to verify

• Additional plausibility checks (cf. „intelligent“ programming environments)

• Support for model refactoring
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